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"Companionship on our Campus." "I Dreamed 
I Appeared in Mimosa 
In My Maidenforms." 
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"But Dean Willman 
says, "No Smoking on Campus." 
. 
"Should We Go Eat in 
the Dining Hall or Go Up Town?" 
"Yea, and what are you going to do about it?" 
"Every campus has its baby." 
"I'd better not. You see I'm going steady." 
"Big Brother is watching you." 
"A fond farwell before breakfast." 
"The boys at Jacksonville outnumber the girls two:one." 
"Six in the side." 
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GAMECOCK 
SPORTS 
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Publicity Director 
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Head Manager 
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CHEERLEADERS 
Left to right, Front: Head cheerleader, Sherry Styles, Linda Casey, Sharon Glass, 
Sandy Hughett; Back: Larry Crowder, John Elkins, Paul Bain, Sam Houston. 
MISS HOMECOMING 
JUDY SHANABERGER 
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Arland Carter 
Little All American 
All-Conference 
Ray Gentles 
All-Conference 
GAMECOCKS IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Captain Lamar Caldwell, Coach Salls, Captain Bobby Johnson 
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THE 1962 GAMECOCKS 
Left to Right, First Row: G. Gentles, Thompson, Pruitt, Brown, Marler, Tipton, Gibbs, Davis, Hubbard, Vinson, 
Dunn, Harris, Roberson, Johnson, Warren. Second Row: Hill, Turner, Callan, Lee, Coxwell, Carter, Griep, Wheeler, 
Sparkman, Chastaine, Pass, Edmunds, Jolley, Thomas, Hollifield, Jackson, Reid, Caldwell, Third Row: Evans, Turk, 
Davis, Hay, Hanks, Dean, Graf, Garrett, D. Smith, R. Gentles, Guice, Moore, Gauldin, Washington, E. Smith. 
ALL AMERICAN IN ACTION 
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Arland Carter All-Conference Larry Davis All-Conference Bobby Johnson All-Conference 
 
Ronnie Harris 
All-Conference 
GAMECOCKS OUTDO BUT CAN'T OUTSCORE LIONS 
BLOCKING - JAX STATE STYLE 
For 59 minutes and 15 seconds Jax State seemed to have their first victory over Florence State since 1951, but 
then a last-ditch pass from Gil Cleveland to Don Allison scored and Bobby Jackson booted the PAT to tie the game 
at 7-7. 
The Gamecocks score came with 2:04 left in the first quarter when Little-All American Arland Carter ripped 
off a 62 yard run around his own left end. Carter led the Gamecocks on offense with 109 yards followed by Eugene 
Griep with 75. Standouts on defense were Larry Joe Davis, Bobby Johnson, and Ronnie Harris. 
Jax State led in the statistics department with 14 first downs and 258 yards rushing to 8 first downs and 95 
yards rushing for Florence. Sometime it looks like we're jinxed. 
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Jerry Hollifield James Turk Doug Wheeler 
GAMECOCKS FALL TO DELTA 
GRIEP PICKS UP YARDAGE 
The Jacksonville State Gamecocks Traveled deep into the Mississippi Delta and met a powerful football machine 
that proved too much for Coach Don Sails forces. Led by Donnie Cotton and Chester Norris, the Statesmen won by 
a margin of 41-13. 
The Jax State scores came on a 92-yard romp by tailback Eugene Griep and a 6-yard aerial from Arland Carter 
to end Ronnie Harris. This ran the Gamecock slate to 1-1-1 for the season. 
The most spectacular play of the night came when Eugene Griep, a junior from Guntersville, picked off a Delta 
State fumble in mid-air and raced 92 yards to score. Other than this and a drive which ended in a pass to Harris for 
a score, the Gamecocks were unable to tally. 
Zack Roberson 
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Lamar Caldwell Gene Griep Phil Jolley Wendell Hubbard 
JAXMEN OUTLAST S.E. MISSOURI 
CARTER IS UNDER THERE SOMEWHERE 
The Gamecocks, still remembering a 13-12 loss to the Missouri eleven last year, scored on a 5 yd. run by 
Eugene Griep and then relied on detense to hold the lead. The Jaxmen received a break early in the second quarter 
when Jackie Jackson claimed a Missouri fumble on the enemy 26 yd. line. The running of Arland Carter, Ray Gentles 
and Griep did the trick. 
The Gamecock defense led by Larry Joe Davis and Lamar Caldwell, stopped drive after drive by the Indians. 
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Bob Chastaine Cecil Dunn John Tipton Tom Reid 
JAXMEN STOP TECH WIN STREAK 
LOSE SOME WIN SOME 
The Gamecocks journeyed to Russelville, Arkansas and faced an unbeaten-in-24-games Arkansas Tech team. 
Jax State drove 62 yards with Arland Carter tearing off the last 5 yards to score in the first half. 
Tech came back in the last half and scored with 7:30 left in the third quarter. Neither team was able to cross 
the strip after that. The Gamecocks drove to the wonder boy's 10-yd. line only to be stopped by a penalty. Final 
score 7-7. 
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Jim Lee Freddy Guice Don Vinson Ross Pruitt 
JACKSONVILLE 21--- TROY 14 
HOMECOMING 
TIPTON SCORES 
The Gamecocks wrote a beautiful chapter in the Homecoming Story by defeating a fired-up Troy State squad 
by 21-14. With 8:36 left in the first quarter, fullback Bill Thompson rammed one yard to pay dirt and Lamar Cald-
well converted. Troy bounced back to score, but then Pat Edmunds jarred the ball loose and Jackson recovered on the 
Troy 30. Gene Griep then passed to Tipton for the score. 
Troy was not to be denied and knotted the score at 14-14 at Intermission. 
The really spectacular part of the day came when Ray Gentles took the ball on a reverse and sped 49 yards to 
score the winnmg tally. 
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Harry Gibbs Joe Turner Joe Marler 
JAX STATE FALLS TO CHOCTAWS 
BLOCKING BY WHEELER, ROBERSON AND TURK 
The injury-riddled Gamecocks invaded the reservation of the Mississippi College Choctaws without the serv-
ices of Ray Gentles, Lamar Caldwell, Gene Griep, and Jackie Jackson, and were defeated 28-0. 
The game was dominated from the first whistle by the Mississippi team, and the only scoring threat by the Game-
cocks ended on the enemy 20 when a fieldgoal attempt was missed. Joe Marler and Doug Wheeler were bright spots 
for the Gamecocks. 
James Coxwell 
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Jack Gauldin 
JAX STATE 23 --- AUSTIN PEAY 13 
HERE COME THE GAMECOCKS 
After a scoreless first quarter, Carter Howard rammed home from the one yard line and Lamar Caldwell con-
verted to give the Gamecocks a 7-0 lead over the Austin Peay Governors at halftime. 
With 12:50 left in the third quarter, All-American Arland Carter rambled through the governor's defense for 
59-yards and a T.D. 
Carter Howard, making his first start for the Gamecocks, dashed five yards to end a 76-yard drive later in the 
third quarter. 
Joe Marler hauled a kickoff 78 yards, to the Governor end zone only to have it nullified by the penalty. Final 
score 23-13. 
Jackie Jackson Bill Thompson J.L. Pass 
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Joe Sparkman 55 
LOUISIANA COLLEGE 8 --- JAX STATE 7 
"THE TOE" WARMS UP 
Tailback Arland Carter proved himself worthy of all honors when he ran through, over, and around Louisiana 
College defenders to score and put Jax State in front 7-0 at halftime. 
In the second stanza, Louisiana College lit the scoreboard with a 6-pointer, and then gambled and scored on a 
disputed two-point conversion. 
The defense again was superb, led by All-Conference tackle Larry Joe Davis. 
Wayne Brown James Hanks 
TIPTON SCORES AGAIN RAT, SANDBLASTER, BUTCH 
JAX STATE ROMPS 33-7  
Jackie Jackson, Tom Reid, Arland Carter, Lamar Caldwell, Bobby Johnson, and Ray Gentles led the Game-
cocks into battle for the final time and these six seniors all figured highly in the victory. 
Jackson, Caldwell, Johnson and Davis blocked . . . Griep, Carter, Tipton, Reid and Gentles ran . . . and the 
score was 27-6 when Coach Salls opened a huge cage, releasing the vicious crew of monsters known as the Red 
Raiders. The Livingston quarterback, passed long and Welch batted the ball down. He passed again and Whitey 
Smith went high into the air and intercepted. The Raiders then drove the ball home on the running of senior fullback 
Tom Reid. 
Final score 33-7. 
Wayne Thomas Pat Edmunds Ray Gentles 
All-Conference 
GAMECOCK CAGEMEN 
Claude Washington 
Manager 
Ernie Smith 
Manager 
MEN BEHIND THE SCENES 
Head Coach Tom Roberson 
THE '62-'63 GAMECOCKS 
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Don Wallace 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Henry Mathis 
Rome, Ga. 
Mark Washington 
Odenville, Ala. 
WHISTLE -- TIPOFF -- ACTION 
Harris drives — scores. Mathis moves in for rebound. 
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Wendell "Chick" Nix 
Scottsboro, Ala. 
Rodney Shirey 
Fort Payne, Ala. 
Ronnie Harris 
Geraldine, Ala. 
ON THE SIDELINE 
The one in front is Carter. but who are the others? 
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The "Bird- flies. Nix hooks one in. 
Charles Ayers 
Ranburne, Ala. 
Mitch Caldwell 
Dadeville, Ala. 
J. L. Bellamy 
Gadsden, Ala. 
. . . AND MORE ACTION 
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THEY'RE SMALL BUT THEY WIN 
Double zero, you're nothing. Which way'd he go? 
James Williams 
Gadsden, A la. 
With 6' -S" Wayne Ray and 6' -8" Tim Leonard red -shirted this season, the 
motto around here was "wait 'til next year." But our band of fighting midgets 
didn't believe this and are now sporting a 13-4 record with 4 games left. What 
they lacked in height was made up by hustle and determination. Their offense, fast-
break and shuffle, along with a great defense has made them the most exciting team 
assembled at Jax State in recent years. 
James Williams, a forward from Gadsden, will be the only thing missing next 
season when a really, really great squad should hit the hardwood for Jacksonville. 
Coach Tom Roberson and Bill Bowen should be commended for the fine job 
that they have done in turning what was expected to be a so-so team into one of 
the truly outstanding Jax State teams of all time 
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Jimmy Vick Robert Morton John Smith 
IT'S SPRINGTIME 
Left to right: First Row—Lee, Griggs, Holder, Wadsworth, Camp. Second Row— 
Law, Burchfield, Brooks, Austin, Morton, Smith. Third Row—Coach Hanson, 
Vick, Blankenship, Powell, Proctor, Lumsden, Townsend, Bobo, Abbot, Musick. 
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Larry Holder 
Adolph Lee, Manager 
Jim Griggs Randy Proctor Charles Lumsden 
Lane Blankenship 
Harold Brooks 
Rudy Abbot 
Jim Austin 
Harold Bobo  
Coach Gene Hanson 
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JACKSONVILLE 
STATE COLLEGE 
RESERVE OFFICER 
TRAINING CORPS 
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Adjutant 
Major James G. Owen Executive Officer Major Jean R. Emery 
Operations Officer 
Captain James H. Mozley, III 
 
Supply Officer 
Captain Patrick E. Resley 
ROTC CADRE 
Professor of Military Science and Tactics 
Lt. Colonel John A. Brock 
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Sergeant Major 
Master Sergeant William M, Walls 
Operations Sergeant 
Master Sergeant Joe A. Chapman 
Supply Sergeant 
Sergeant First Class Clarence Willis, Jr. 
Communications Instructor 
Specialist 5 Allison R. Lee 
Light Weapons Instruction 
Staff Sergeant Frederick E. Schilling 
Secretary 
Mrs. Mary H. Henderson 
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Brigade Adjutant 
Cadet Major Jerry Heard 
Brigade Operations and Intelligence Officer 
Cadet Major Bradley Mitchell 
PICTURE 
NOT 
AVAILABLE 
Brigade Logistics Officer 
Cadet Major Wallace G. Halpin 
Brigade Sponsor 
Honorary Colonel Lynne Jones 
BRIGADE STAFF 
Brigade Commander 
Cadet Colonel Gordon T. Simpson 
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PICTURE 
NOT 
AVAILABLE 
Sergeant Major 
Cadet Sgt. Maj. 
Martin Devenyns 
Sponsor 
Honorary Lt. Colonel 
Judy Hughes 
Sergeant Major 
Cadet Sgt. Maj. 
James Rogers 
Sponsor 
Honorary Lt. Colonel 
Anita Henry 
FIRST 
BATTALION STAFF 
SECOND 
BATTALION STAFF 
FIRST BATTALION COMMANDER 
Cadet Lt. Colonel Jimmy S. Hammett 
SECOND BATTALION COMMANDER 
Cadet Lt. Colonel Walter C. Studdard 
Executive Officer 
Cadet Major 
Rodney S. Akers 
Staff Of icer 
Cadet Captain 
Greenberry Goodson, Jr. 
Executive Officer 
Cadet Major 
Jack Shotts 
Staff Officer 
Cadet Captain 
Donald R. Garris 
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HQS CO. 
Platoon Leader 
Second Lt. Allen 
Platoon Sergeant 
Sgt. Cook 
Guidon Bearer 
Cpl. Gallaher 
HONOR GUARD 
First Row— Moon, Hodges, Mulhern, McCullars, Jones, Jaggers, Cavender, Callan, 
Hoffman, Belyeu, Simpson. Second Row — Evans, Welch, Miller, Teague, Buck, 
Alexander, Zopfi, York, Williams, McLaughlin. Third Row — Lewis, Warlick, Thornton. 
Tillison, Elliott, Barth, Barnett, Cobb, Nelson, Reed. Fourth Row
— Parris, Tucker, 
Weems, Harris, Parker, Seigal, Robinson, Raburn, Flores. Vick, Castellani. 
COLOR GUARD 
Smithwick, Leonard, Tolbert. Scott. 
BAND 
First Row
—Crumpton, Medders, Armstrong, Richardson, Bryson, Collins. Second 
Row —Greenhaw, Justice, Love, Edwards, Sibert, Gentles, Bauer, Cochran, Rush, Kerr, 
Burrell, Barker, Eldridge. Third Row — Harris, Mitchell, Hill, Simmons, Worster, Big-
ham, Gladden, Purcell, Shaddix, Lindley, Crutchfield, Kramer. Fourth Row— McKay, 
Doss, Clark, Crumpton, Brown, Weaver, Holley, Smith, Wiggins, Weiss. 
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Company 
Commander 
Cadet Captain 
MIZE 
Sponsor 
Honorary Captain 
BORGFELDT 
First Sergeant 
Cadet Sergeant 
COLE 
Guidon Bearer 
Cadet 
RAY 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet First Lt. 
WOLFE 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
WOOTEN 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
COUCH 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
ADAMS 
FIRST PLATOON 
"ABLE" COMPANY 
SECOND PLATOON 
A CO. 
First Row—Snider, Barton, Beshears, Johnson, Addington. 
Brown, J., Brown, W. Second Row—Fisher, Carter, Bennett. 
Elkins, Cobb, Coley, Adair, Hurt. Third Row—Moore, Davis, 
Chandler, Collier, Devine, Roberts. Dollar, Denton. 
First Row—Castleberry, Clark, Anderson, Hollis, Campbell. 
Knight, Brothers, Gilbreath, Bishop, Cornwell. Second Row—
Kendrick, Burton, Bray, Crumpton, Champion, Coggin, Burke, 
Box, Nall, Heigl. Third Row—Spears, Ayers, Baker, Adderholt, 
Alford, Wolfe, Barker, Busby, Bohanon, Hudgins, Roberts. 
THIRD PLATOON FOURTH PLATOON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
WARREN. J. 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
CLEMMER 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
MORRISON, B. 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
ALLEN, C. 
First Row— Rylant, Conerly,  Dempsey, Friend, Fortner, Brewer, 
Knight, Johnson. Second  Row— Haney, Garrett, Hutto, Johnson. 
Jones, Ferragina, Akins, Denton. Third Row—Doss, Confield, 
 
Huston, King, Howard, Elliott, Goss, Casuier. 
First Row—White, Emanuel, Davis, Folse, Clark, Crawford, 
Canant. Second Row—Ellis, Self, Clemons, Cheatwood, Davis, 
Ingram, Conner, Dunlap. Third Row—Gilbert, Burrough, Ear-
wood, Alford, Fair, Jones, Clonts, Mann. 
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B CO. 
PHOTO 
NOT 
AVAILABLE 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet First Lt. 
DRAPER 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
BOLT. A. W. 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
DAVIS 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
WILLIAMS 
FIRST PLATOON SECOND PLATOON 
Platoon Ldr. Asst. 
Cadet Second Lt. 
LINTON 
THIRD PLATOON FOURTH PLATOON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
MARTIN, S. 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
CALDWELL 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
JOHNSON, D. 
Company 
Commander 
Cadet Captain 
JOHNSON 
Sponsor 
Honorary Captain 
Virginia Hudson 
First Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
JENNINGS 
Guidon Bearer 
Cadet 
FERGUSON "BAKER" COMPANY 
First Row—Osborne, Jordan, Barker. Howard, Grogan, Ellard, 	 First Row—Thomas. Holmes, Lilly. Huddleston, LaBounty, 
Griggs, Parrett. Kirksey. Second Row—Hart. Thomas, Church. 	 Lamb. Gilchrist. Holt. Second Row—McCluney, McAfee, 
Fleming, Freeman, Kelley, Garris. Graham. Third Row—Rich, 	 Howell, Hyatt, Hubbard. Knight. McDonald, McCarty. Third 
Garrard, King, Jones, Chandler, Graf. Griffith, Downs. 	 Row—Calloway, Freeman, Hand, Hendrix, Kent, Johnson, 
Green. 
First Row—Duke, Masters, Lee, Karr, Larkford, Hudson, Little-
john. Second Row—Henderson, Lybrand, McKerley, Kitchens. 
McCay, Mathews, Harris. Third Row—Grigg, Milligan, Mor-
gan, Parker, Miller, Pepper, Nix. 
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First Row—Abbott, Kines, Lickridge, Mayfield. Jordan, Lackey, 
Hogue, McGradv. Litman. Second Row—Gibbs, McLaughlin, 
Wilson. Holcomb. Kelly, McNeese, Massey, Hamrick, McDonald 
 
Third Row—Billingsley, Payne, Elphick. Morris, 
Mayfield, Nelson, Helms, Phillips, O'Donnell, Knezevich. 
C CO. 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet First Lt. 
GUIN 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
AYCOCK 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
GRIFFIN 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
PERRY 
FIRST PLATOON SECOND PLATOON 
Company 
Commander 
Cadet Captain 
GATES 
Sponsor 
Honorary Captain 
Judy Bruce 
First Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
JONES 
Guidon Bearer 
Cadet 
TURNER "CHARLIE" COMPANY 
First Row—Blankenship, Duckett, Otwell, Pounds, Patterson, 
Preston, Paris, Olinger. Second Row—Devaughn, Johnson, Mur-
phee, Peek, Reaves, Self, Moore, Pate. Third Row
—Hilder-
brand, Plummer, Rhodes, Medders, Ragsdale, Owens, Perkins. 
First Row
—Glass. Downing, Shoemaker, Smith, Ray, Rich, 
Tindall, Smith, M. D. Second Row—Conaway. Sanderson, 
Sanders, Strickland, Thorton, Thompson, Stough, Sims. Third 
Row--Mikul, Smith, Spivey, Morris, Street, Roberts, Groom, 
Taylor. 
THIRD PLATOON FOURTH PLATOON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
MARTIN, H. 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
FRANKL 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
PRUETT 
Platoon Sergeant Cadet Sgt. CLOTFELTER 
First Row—Allred, Windle, Turner, Wooten, Sharp, Jennings, 
Wallace, Williams. Second Row—Coalson, Justice, Varner, 
Williamson, Sanford, Stephenson, Walker, Jenkins. Third Row—
Lowery, Street, Carroll, Windham, Story, Warren. Sparkman, 
Stinson, Tucker. 
First Row—Griggs, Sawyer, Tompkins, Tullis, White, Townsend. 
Second Row—Elliot, Tabor, Turner, Gray, Partain, Roach. 
Third Row—Hollingsworth, Smith, Woodruff, Wilson, York, 
Ware. 
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D CO. 
FIRST PLATOON SECOND PLATOON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet First Lt. 
CRAFT 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt, 
GABLE 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
BROOKES 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
ALLEN, W. 
Company 
Commander 
Cadet Captain 
PRATER 
Sponsor 
Honorary Captain 
Mary Morgan 
First Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
MORTON 
Guidon Bearer 
Cadet 
HICKS 
"DELTA" COMPANY 
First Row—Steverson, Pass, Weaver. Garmany. Tanner, War- 
mock. Whatley, Reynolds, Grant. Second Row—White, 
Pritchett, Thompson, Whatley, Prince, Tolbert, Richey, Tar- 
rance, Third Row— Baty, Godrey, Davis, Hurst. Hendrix, 
Faliderro, Galloway, Headrick.  
First Row—Boyd, Rosson, McCargo, Schlatter, Wilson, Un-
deutsch, Thrasher. Second Row—Gowens, Phillips, Holbrook, 
Johnson, Stoddard, Wright, C., Wright, J, Third Row—Smith, 
Garrett, Preston, Abernathy, Brickhouse, Parsons, Parker, 
THIRD PLATOON FOURTH PLATOON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
MORTON 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
CREEL 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
WILLIAMSON 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
NORMAND 
First Row—Abbott, Minoque, Gilbert, Turner, Johnson, Mc-
Gaha, Trice, Beck, Second Row—Dobbs, Hughes, Trotman, 
Vick, Johnson, Pruett, Church, Turley. Third Row—Morrow, 
Propes, Hibberts, Jackson, Hill, Patterson, Holmes, Nabors. 
First Row—Lankford, Green, Dodd, Heathcock, Higgins, 
Nichols, Jordan. McMahan. Second Row—Pate, Towry, Hada-
way, Grizzard, Kent, Houk, Gillette. Third Row—Smith, Gilli-
land, Lowery, Higgins, Holland, Teasley, Tolbert. 
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E CO. 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
ROBERTS 
FIRST PLATOON SECOND PLATOON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet First Lt. 
CANADY 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
DORSETT 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
HANSON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
PRIEST 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
GAMBLE 
Platoon Leader Cadet Second Lt. COGGIN 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
SCHATZ 
THIRD PLATOON FOURTH PLATOON 
Company 
Commander 
Cadet Captain 
WARREN 
Sponsor 
Honorary Captain 
Dianne Culver 
First Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
MATSON 
Guidon Bearer 
Cadet 
SIMMONS 
"ECHO" COMPANY 
First Row—Roberts. Lovvorn, Hardwick, Williamson, Nichols, 
Hall, Wilkins. Second Row—Owens. Kirkland, Brown, Williams. 
Smith, Smith, T., Howle. Third Row—Brannan. Anthony, 
McFry, Abel, King, Akin, Kelley.  
First Row—Robinson, Quattlebaum, Naftel, Nolen, Wells, 
McCord. Nuss, Arnold, Mackelroy. Second Row—Carpenter, 
Langley, Brown, Huey, Nettles, Holder, Leweski. Ford, Kelly. 
Third Row—Ellis. Lester, Lee, Striplin, McKinnon, Holman, 
Noe. 
First Row—Moore, Hicks, McCullars, Smith, Hicks, Acker. 
Second Row—Greathouse, Swart, Starling, Bosworth, McCarver, 
Bentley, Sloan. Third Row—Morris, Simmons, Roberson, 
Aderholdt, Stewart, Luther, Swingley. 
First Row—Robinson, Bowman, Long, Boone, Shaddix, Wright, 
Smith, K. Second Row—Serviss, Wheeler, Smith, E., Umphrey, 
Shell, Bunn. Third Row—Sibert, Breeden, Beavers, Stanfield, 
Abercrombie, Barrontine, Buchanan. 
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F CO. 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet First Lt. 
VERNON 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
DUNGAN 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
HAY 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
POLLARD 
FIRST PLATOON SECOND PLATOON 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
ISBELL 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
GARNER 
Platoon Leader 
Cadet Second Lt. 
PARKER 
Platoon Sergeant 
Cadet Sgt. 
McGUIRE 
THIRD PLATOON FOURTH PLATOON 
Company 
Commander 
Cadet Captain 
RAYBURN 
Sponsor 
Honorary Captain 
Judy Shanaberger 
First Sergeant 
Cadet Sergeant 
WHITE 
Guidon Bearer 
Cadet 
BROOKS "FOXTROT" COMPANY 
First Row—Cobb. Simmons. McBurnett, Smith, Burns. Burgress. 
Second Row—Crawford. Cooper. Bolt. Vinson Ellis. Croft_ 
Third Row—Smoake, Whitman. Curry Carroll.  
First Row—Parks. Porter, Bagley. Brown, Downey, Browder 
Stewart. Second Row—Strickland. Oglesby. Bradford. Decker. 
Hodge. Buckelew. Duck. Keener. Third Row-Turner, Shell,  
Dew, Nowland, Rains, Reaves, Burttram. 
First Row—Holmes. Wheeler. Caldwell_ Dates. Wilson Welch 
Marler. Second Row—Smith. Weldon. Duran. Wright_ Carr_ 
Fite, Watson. Third Row—Frangopoolos, Merrill, Coheely, 
Wood, Whittle. Freeman, Carlisle.  
First Row—Hester, Williams, Forbus, Hanson. Forshee, Mobley, 
Franks. Owen. Second Row—Mitchell. Owens, Owen, J., 
Romine, Elam. Kent. Morgan. Third Row—Jacobs, Franks, 
Merritt, Loring. Vann, Minton. Vines. 
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Cadet Second Lt. Herbert Griffin 
Rifle Team Captain 
JACKSONVILLE STATE COLLEGE 
RIFLE TEAM 
First Row—Maj. Owen. Dorsett, Frankl, Barth, Abbott. Caldwell. Sp5 Lee. Second 
Row—Aycock, Mulhern, Steverson. Griffin. Smith. Not Pictured—Zopfi, Durbin. 
Osborn, Self. 
This page is dedicated to Cadet Herbert Griffin who has ex-
celled himself in military leadership and rifle marksmanship to 
win the honor as the best riffle marksman ever to attend Jack-
sonville State College. We all know Cadet Griffin will continue 
to excell in rifle marksmanship and one day will be the best. 
1962-63 RESULTS 
JAX STATE — 1369 	 Florence State — 1368 
JAX STATE — 1355 
	 Univ. of Chattanooga — 1306 
JAX STATE — 1366 	 Mercer Univ. — 1356 
JAX STATE — 1413 
	 Vanderbilt Univ. — 1380 
JAX STATE — 1392 	 Univ. of Alabama — 1378 
JAX STATE — 1386 	 Florence State — 1406 
AWARDS 
Cadet Second Lt. Herbert Griffin was awarded the Daniel 
Boone Oustanding Marksmanship medal for his distinguished 
marksmanship on the ROTC Rifle Team for Third Army at 
Camp Perry, Ohio in August, 1962. 
Coach Lee instructing Cadet Dorsett 
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Cadet Colonel Gordon Simpson 
ROTC AWARDS 
Left to Right — President Cole, Cadet Simpson, Major Blumhagen, Ret. Cadet 
Colonel Gordon Simpson received the IV Corps Legion of Valor Award from over 
10,000 ROTC students in the IV Corps area. 
PERSHING RIFLES ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS—Left to Right: Cadet Master 
Sgt. A. W. Bolt, Silver Award; Cadet Colonel Gordon Simpson, Gold Award; Cadet 
Master Sgt. William M. Allen, Silver Award; Cadet Second Lt. Franklin J. Allen, 
Bronze Award. 
Cadet Lt. Colonel Jimmy S. Hammett 
DISTINGUISHED MILITARY 
STUDENTS 
78 
1962 Spring Awards 
The R.O.T.C. Brigade passing in review 
Field Training Exercise 
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MORE JAX ACTS 
80 
BEAUTIES 
Miss Mimosa "63" 
Judye Jones 
Miss Homecoming 
Judy Shanaberger 
SENIOR CLASS 
BEAUTY 
Miss Virginia Hudson 
84 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Sandra Parrish 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Judye Jones 
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JUNIOR CLASS 
BEAUTY 
Miss Anita Henry 
86 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Mary Gibbs 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Zem Lanier 
87 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
BEAUTY 
Miss Dinah Culver 
88 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Lynn Jones 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Sue Johnson 
89 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
BEAUTY 
Miss Sonia Farr 
(90 
 
91 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Pam Borgfeldt 
Alternate Beauty 
Miss Becky Robertson 
MISS MIMOSA CANDIDATES 
Anita Henry 
Mary Anne McCury 
Judye Jones 
Pamela Blanc 
Kossie Glass 
Dinah Culver 
Judy Hughes 
Broughton Harwell 
Sandra Parrish 
Pam Borgfeldt 
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Mary Turner 
Jean Hardin 
Anna Edwards 
Barbara Smith 
Helen Steakley 
Manola Harper 
Pat Vickers 
Eva Pennington 
Delores Butler 
Lynne Jones Linda Casey 
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MISS MIMOSA 
Judye Jones 
1st Alternate Miss Congenialty 
95 
Judy Hughes Delores Butler 
96 
PERSONALITIES 
Judy Shannaburger 
HOMECOMING QUEEN 
98 
Virginia Hudson Carmon Rubio 
Queen --- Maids 
and 
Escorts 99 
HOMECOMING COURT 
ARLAND CARTER 
ALL-AMERICAN 61 AND 62 
100 
BETTY WESTBROOK 
Bremen, Ga. 
WILLIAM DEVENYNS 
Warrior 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
NORMA OWENS 
Anniston 
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GORDON SIMPSON 
Knoxville, Tenn. 
JOAN SMITHEY 
Gadsden 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
WALTER STUDDARD 
Piedmont 
102 
JAMES RAYBURN 
Albertville 
103 
JOHNNY HAMNER 
Tuscaloosa 
JUDYE JONES 
Macon, Ga. 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
DAVID MOON 
Sycamore 
VIRGINIA HUDSON 
Oxford 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
JAMES JOHNSON 
Fort Payne 
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BRAD MITCHELL 
Wedowee 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
CARMEN RUBIO 
Cuba 
WILLIAM CHITWOOD 
DeArmanville 
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LAMAR CALDWELL 
Alexander City 
LINDA KNIGHT 
Roanoka 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
ARLAND CARTER 
Attalla 
106 
JACK BOOZER 
Jacksonville 
INEZ BROWN 
Lineville 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
MERRILL OWENS 
Jacksonville 
107 
MR. JAX STATE 
Ronnie Harris 
108 
MISS JAX STATE 
Joan Smithey 
109 
MR. & MISS FRIENDLY 
Brad Mitchell 
Polly Lorren 
110 
SENIORS: 
Richard Powell, Polly Lorren, Clyde Davis, Carmen Rubio 
FAVORITES 
JUNIORS: 
Johnny Brooks, Beverly Shamblin, Nancy Mackey, Ronnie Harris 
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FAVORITES 
SOPHOMORES: 
Helen Steakley, Bobby Clotfelter, Brenda Durham, Wayne Thomas 
FRESHMEN: 
Martha Ann Moore, Billy Ison, Glenda Martin 
112 
JAX'S ACTS 
113 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
114 
115 
AND WE ALSO HAVE REGISTRATION 
116 
FRESHMEN RECEPTION 
117 
AROUND THE CAMPUS? 
118 
BOPPING AT THE COLLEGE 
119 
"J" DAY 
120 
HOMECOMING AT J. S. C. 
121 
FALL TALENT SHOW 
122 
PASSING SCENES OF 
123 
"Tough Yardage" Come Back Here Carl!! 
Hurry-up and Throw 
The Dern Ball Lentz! 
"Bengals" 
Champs Finally!! STRIKE!! 
Right Big "A" 
Boy, this stinks!! Davis Raps One Out!! 
FIRST OF INTRAMURALS SPORTS 
124 
The top 5 voice their 
desires and wishes. 
Then there were 4, plus the Miss Mimosas, old and new. 
MISS MIMOSA PAGEANT 
At First there was 21. 
The judges said, "Cut." Now there are 10. 
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Now we give you her, Miss Mimosa 1963 
Miss Mimosa 196-OOPS! 
Now we give you her 
profile. 
Presentation of Loving Cup to Miss Mimosa 
NOW MISS MIMOSA 
Judy Hughes 
I st Alternate 
126 
MORE 
PASSING 
SCENES 
AT 
J. S. C. 
127 
128 
C. B. S. 
SPORTS SPECTACULAR 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
MORE PASSING 
SCENES AT 
J. S. C. 
141 
SOMETIMES THINGS 
SEEM TO GO IN CIRCLES 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
MUSIC 
149 
MARCHING BAND 
One of the most active and hard-working organizations on campus is the 
marching band. The Southerners have participated in several events and have 
always been favorably received. Composed of 63 playing members and 23 ballerinas, 
plus the color guard and guide on flags, the band always presents a colorful half-
time spectacle at football games. This year the band was present at the Inaugural 
parade and was the featured band at the nationally televised Blue-Grey game in 
Montgomery. 
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THE SOUTHERNERS 
The members of the band are: Ann Ziglar, Barbara Winters, David Worster, Terry Segers, 
Jimmy Cochran, Thomas Bigham, Alita Terry, Ward Burt, Tommy Gentle, Ronnie 
Hyche, Terry Gladden. Ronald Shaddix, Lillian Starcher. Melvin Morgan. Wain Bates. 
Wayne Golden, Gene Love, Buck Cofer, William Greenhaw, George Thomas, Sherrye 
Pickrcll. Tommy Lang. James McCarthy, Don Medders. Brenda Lyles. Gerald Crutch- 
field. Martin Sibert, Phillip Hart. Joe Childs, Ronnie Perkins, Bettina Mills, John Carruth, 
Sammy Mitchell. Lavon Lang, Jimmy Couch, Doyle Grizzel. Billy Barker, Glen Walden. 
Jim Weaver. Ed Rush. David Gable;  Andrew Kerr. Bill Burell, Mike Simmons, Brad 
Howland, Bobby Ward. JImmy Harris. James McKay. Bill Wiggins. Hoyt LeCroy, Al 
Berry. Charles Tucker. Tom camp. Tim Camp. James Eldridge, Troy Crumpton, John 
Armstrong, George Collins. Mike Sharp. Jerry Hill. Dottie Wright, Skip Pittman. Bill 
Arnold. Bill Arnold, Grant Parris, William Williamson. Bruce Parris. Todd Holman, 
Nancy Mackey. Dorothy Sanders. Linda Cheatwood, Brenda Rowell, Karen Adams, 
Martha Yancey. Pat Tudor, Kathy Ward, Jan Taylor. 
Sherrye Pickrell 
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THE SOUTHERNERS ARE 
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF . . . 
Mr. David Walters 
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SECTION LEADERS 
AND THE FIELD DIRECTION OF 
SKIP PITTMAN 
BAND OFFICERS 
Hoyt LeCroy, Doyle Grizzell, Lavon Lang, Jimmy Couch, Melvin Morgan. 
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Melvin 
Morgan 
Hoyt 
LeCroy 
Lavon 
Lang 
Ronnie 
Perkins 
JERRY HILL DOTTIE WRIGHT 
FEATURE TWIRLERS 
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BROUGHTON HARWELL, Captain 
MARCHING BALLERINAS 
Pictured from Left to Right: Misses Sherry Brady, Mary Ray. Margie 
Naylor, Broughton Harwell, Stephanie Johnson, Sandy Wycoff, Lynn 
Jones. Second Row: Diane Culver, Alice Amos, Alice Sue Deakins, 
Sarah Henry. Donna Warren, Zem Lanier. Third Row: Kate Roberts, 
Sylvia Nessler, Linda Amos, Carolyn Cain. Pam Goss, Manola Harper. 
Fourth Row: Donna Vaughn, Joella Cornelius, Willetta Murchison, 
Anita Henry, Charlotte Ligon, Eugenia Norris, Becky Roberts. 
A very definite attraction of the Band is the Ballerinas. This 
year's group consists of 26 girls, the largest yet. To become a 
member of this group requires a lot of time and effort. One semes-
ter is spent in a special training class conducted by Zenobia King 
Hill of Anniston. At the end of this time the show unit is selected 
by tryouts. 
155 
MEET THE 
SOUTHERNERS 
H ats off to our girls for a job well done. 
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159 
MR. JOHN FINLEY. Director 
BRASS CHOIR 
MEMBERS:T rumpets: Melvin Morgan, Wain Bates, Tommy Powell. Phillip Hart. 
Don, Medders, William Greenhaw, Gene Love. Horns: Martha Yancy, Joe Childs, James 
McCarthy, Sherrye Pickrell. Baritones: Ronnie Perkins, Bettina Mills, Hoyt LeCroy. 
Trombones: Lavon Lang, Doyle Grizzell. Ed Rush, Andy Kerr. James Couch, Glen 
Walden, Jim Weaver. James Eldridge, Bill Barker. Bass: Robert Ward. Jimmy Harris, 
James McKay. Percussion: Skip Pittman. 
The Brass Choir of Jacksonville gradually evolved from a brass quartet that 
was organized in 1953. Through the years the Brass Choir has traveled throughout 
the South, making appearances in Louisiana, Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi, and 
Alabama. The main objective of the group is to play the highest quality music 
of all types, be it jazz, contemporary, or classical, in the most professional manner 
possible. Outtanding in the history of the Brass Choir is a number of first per-
formances of compositions, among these being "The Gallant Pelham". This piece 
was written by a former member of the Jacksonville faculty, Dr. J. E. Duncan, 
especially for the Jacksonville Brass Choir 
The Brass Choir is not restrictive in it's membership. In fact, membership is 
open to anyone who is interested in brass music through audition. 
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VOCAL 
The Madrigal Singers are a very select a cappella group which performs 
madrigals and other choral works of the sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries. 
This group performs for small intimate gatherings upon request. Its members in-
clude: Jan Taylor, Kathy Ward, Susie Francis, Anne Ziglar, Margaret Stanton, 
Franz Schneider, Sandra Parrish, Judie Jones, Martha Yancy, Grant Paris, Mr. 
Thomas Warren, John Thomas, Terry Segers. 
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The College Chorus is a performing group open 
to all interested students of Jacksonville State 
College. Major emphasis is placed upon the read-
ing of choral compositions of various musical 
types. The Chorus participated in the Christmas 
caroling ceremony and presented a spring con-
cert. 
COLLEGE CHORUS 
Personnel: Ward Burt, Wayne Golden, William Greenhaw, Sammy Mitchell, James 
McKay. Doug Finley, Bettina Mills, Joe Otts, Al Berry, Dave Worster, Gerald Crutch-
field, James McCarty, Janice Minton, Thomas Bigham, Jim Weaver, Robert Simmons, 
Pat Rowell, Louise Camp, James Cochran, Janice Gaddis, Sandra Love, John Armstrong. 
MR. THOMAS WARREN. Choral Director 
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ACAPPELLA CHOIR 
	
 
Personnel: Sopranos: Diana Chu, Carolyn Curry, Susie Francis, Judye Jones, Nancy 
Mackey, Sandra Parrish, Kate Roberts, Margaret Stanton, Pat Tuder, Linda Walker, 
Martha Yancy, Patsy Bryant, Altos: Charlotte Bryson, Carla Choate, Fannie Lee Fuller, 
Vicki Hallman, Mary Sue Holley, Margaret Jo Holt, Judith King, June Kirkland, Sherrye 
Pickrell, Dorothy Sanders, Janet Taylor, Kathy Ward, Virginia White, Anne Ziglar. 
Tenors: Thomas Camp, Gerald Cofer, James Couch, James Eldridge, Doyle Grizzell, 
Ronald Hyche, Terry Matthews, Melvin Morgan, James Pittman, Edward Rush, Franz 
Schneider, John Thomas. Basses: William Barker, Wain Bates, William Burrell, Tim 
Camp, John Carruth, George Collins, Phillip Hart, Lavon Lang, Gene Love, James 
McNeese, Grant Paris, Thomas Powell, James Roberts, Terry Segers, Robert Ward. 
The A Cappella Choir is a select choral organization 
performing the works of master composers whose work 
periods have embraced many centuries. Although the 
major emphasis is performance of A cappella music, 
worthy accompanied music is also performed. 
Performance highlights of the 1962-1963 year included 
-a Christmas program, a performance of the Brahms 
"Schicksalslied" (Song of Destiny) with the Birmingham 
Symphony, and a spring concert featuring the Mendel-
ssohn "Hymn of Praise". 
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THE JACKS 
The Jacks is primarily a lab band sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha. First 
begun in 1957, the band was under the name of the Counts, but 
was changed last year to the Jacks. 
Among its repertoire the band has many student compositions and 
arrangements as well as professional dance band literature. Since the Jacks 
is a lab band it gives those students interested in dance and stage band 
work an opportunity to write for and to perform with a big dance band. 
Two concert performances are given each year. Membeship is open to 
anyone through auditions given at the beginning of each semester. The 
faculty advisor is Mr. David Walters. Members include: 
Saxes: John Armstrong. Baritone: Terry Segers, Alto; Ronald Shaddix. Alto; 
Dave Worster, Tenor; Walter Boswell. Tenor; Jimmy Lee, Alto. Trumpets: 
Melvin Morgan, Wain Bates. William Greehaw, Buck Cofer, Phillip Hart, and 
Tommy Powell. Trombones: Lavon Lang. Jimmy Couch, Jim Weaver, and 
Doyle Grizzell. Skip Pittman is on drums, Bobby Ward, guitar. Jim Harris piano 
and Deleath Rives, bass. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
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"All that is 
necessary 
for evil to prevail in the 
world is for 
good men 
sit back and 
do nothing ." 
--Burke 
PHI MU CHI BETA Officers 
First row, left to right: Betty Westbrook, Reporter; Judy Shannaberger, Secre-
tary; Norma Owens, 2nd Vice-President. Second row: James M. Johnson, 
President; Kenneth Johnson, 1st Vice President; Martin Devenyns, Treasurer; 
Linda Casey, Historian (not present). 
First row, left to right: Betty Mellon, Polly Lorren, Margaret Garren, Sandra Reaves, 
Catherine Burn. Second row: Sherian Walley, Mary Morgan, Judy Shannaberger, Freddie 
Gibbs, Mrs. Chiepalich (sponsor). Third row: J. D. Warren, Kitty Martin, Carol Pem-
berton, Betty Westbrook. Fourth row: Joy McCullers, Brenda Johnson, Norma Owens. 
Fifth row: John Coggin, Kenneth Johnson, William Ellis, James Johnson, Martin 
Devenyns. 
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USHERS CLUB 
Seated, left to right: Jimmy Brooks, Rodney Shirey, Ronnie Harris, Wayne Thomas, 
Jim Rayburn. Standing, left to right: Mr. Edwards (sponsor), John Coggin. Brad 
Mitchell, Hubert Tumlin, Robert Morton, Charles Houston, David Moon. James 
"Dickie" Justice. 
ACCOUNTING CLUB 
First row, left to right: Wayne Turner, President; Margaret Turner, Secretary; Barbara 
Strawn, Treasurer; Hubert Tumlin, Vice President. Second row: Mrs. Hicks. Advisor; 
Robert Sims, Jack Guin. John Hudson. Third row: Mr. Thornburg, Winston Jenkins, 
Donald Garris, Morgan Canady. Fourth row: Bobby Holman. Harold Potter, Edwin 
Vernon. 
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PI GAMMA MU 
First row, left to right: Jackie Guin, Gordon Simpson, Choc Hamner, Roy Miller, Judy 
Mitchell. Second row: James V. Williams, Charlene Glover, Margaret Turner, Hubert 
Tumlin, Janice Becton, Jane Prestwood. Third row: Dr. Anders, Sponsor; William O. 
Chitwood, Wayne Turner, Harry Cleghorn. Fourth row: Billy J. Lee, Mr. James Mon-
crief, Fred Clontz, George Earl Smith, Sue Bellamy. 
SIGMA TAU DELTA 
Judy Mitchell, President 
William O. Chitwood, Vice-President 
Alene Bullard, Secretary 
Janice Beckton, Treasurer 
Anne Campbell, Publicity Chairman 
Mrs. Roebuck, Sponsor 
First row, left to right: June Kirkland, Becky 
McClendon, Eunice Smith,Eva Penningtonn, Alene Bul-
lard. Second row: Fred Clontz, Ronald Hill, Janice 
Beckton, Dianne Meagher, Mrs. Alfred Roebuck. 
Third row: Anne Campbell, Judy Mitchell, Jerolyn 
Odom, Wenona Jones, Wm.O. Chitwood. 
First row, left to right: Sherian Walley, Margaret Garren. Second row: Beverly Morgan, 
Jerolyn Odom. Lani Mainland. Third row: Broughton Harwell, Susan Puckett, Lloyd 
Newman. Fourth row: David Hay, Pat Davis, Drue Stevenson. Hoyt LeCroy. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION 
Rev. Eugene Atkins 
Pastor-Director 
Mr. Lee Manners 
Faculty Sponsor 
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First row, left to right: Garren. W.C.C.: Mainland, Deputations; Newman, President. 
Second row: Odom, Programs; Bynum, Drama; Puckett, Secretary. Third row: Davis, 
Publicity; LeCroy, Music; Morgan. Fellowship; Hay, Vice-President. 
MASQUE AND WIG GUILD 
First row, left to right: Mary Dombrowski, Social Chairman; Jack Boozer, President; 
Frances Fuller, Secretary; Helen Steakley, Treasurer; Joe Gilliland, Vice-President. 
Second row: Tom Reed, Ginger Barker, Margaret Lewis, Sara McEwen, Sandra Reaves, 
Barbara Hubbard. Judy McDuffie. Third row: Billy Arnold, Dee McCargo, Judy Mitchell, 
Anne Campbell. Lillian Starcher, Betty McLeod, Martha Ann Moore. Fourth row: 
Ronnie Jordan. Randall Houston, Billy Williamson, Robert M. Owens, Assistant Direc-
tor; Fred Clontz, Jim Kline. Jarry Heigl. 
STUDENT FORUM 
First row, left to right: Marjorie Deason, Harriett Moore, Linda Clements, Nancy 
Campbell, Anne Campbell. Second row: Bill Bowen, James Andrews, George Smith, 
Ollie Akins. 
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Circle K 
Ronnie Harris 
Johnny Brooks 
Fred Clontz Johnny Elkins 
Jimmy Brooks 
Rodney Williamson 
First row. left to right: Mike King, Johnny Elkins, Wayne Clotfelter, Jimmy Brooks. 
Second row: Mike Kimberly. Fred Clontz, Don Wallace. Bobby Clotfelter. 
First row, left to right: Brad Mitchell. Jimmy Silvers. Gerald Brewer, John Coggin. 
Jim Rayburn. Johnny Brooks. Second row: Rodney Williamson. Larry Payne. Lane 
Warran, Larry Crowder. Ronnie Harris. Robert Morgan. Mitchell Caldwell. 
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Left-to-right: 
Pat Harrington 
Patty Maxwell 
Linda Casey 
Sharon Walley 
Linda Anderson 
Polly Lorren 
Judy Mims 
Mary Fink 
LEONE COLE HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
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Judy Shanaburger 
Vice-President 
William Chitwood 
President 
Margaret Turner 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Isabel R. Rodgers Ann Carey Dempsey Miss Lucille Branscomb 
Counselor 
Jane Prestwood 
Reporter 
KAPPA DELTA PI 
Epsilon Phi Chapter 
A National honor society in education 
for men and women with high scholastic 
achievement, character, leadership, and 
professional attitude. 
Jeanette Caldwell 	 Marjorie Baldwin 	 Nona Sue Moore 	 Kathryn Grizzard 
LAW CLUB 
Left-to-right: Charles Vick; Anne Campbell; Brad Johnson; R. M. Owens. President; A. 
W. Bolt. Secretary-Treasurer; Dr. Selman, Sponsor; Gaynell Templeton, Vice-President. 
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Officers: 
William O. Chitwood, Chairman; 
Hope Smith, Co-Chairman; 
Betty Sue Morris. Secretary. 
THE WRITER'S CLUB 
Seated-Left-to-right: Mary J. Holman; Betty Sue Morris; Hope Smith; Lynn Duty. 
Standing-Left-to-Right: Mr. Martin,  William O. Chitwood, Dr. Calvert, Sponsor; Lamar 
Street, Joe Schlatter; John Putnam; Walter Boswell; John Childs. 
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NEA 
Officers: 
Betsy Hoffaker 
Susan Puckett 
Margie Baldwin 
Polly Lorren 
Virginia Ellis 
Faculty Sponsor: 
Mr. Jones 
Jea Stinson, Carla Barton, Susan Puckett. Virginia Ellis, Betsy Hoffaker. Polly Lorren, 
Judy Hughes, Eva Pennington, Beverly Brantley, Margaret Garren, Elizabeth Warren. 
Virginia Hudson, Rochelle Neighbors. Alice Hood, Jerri Odom, Sherian Walley, Dorothy 
Strother, Becky McClendon, Wilma Herrin. Becky Jackson, Betty Westbrook. Mary 
Morgan, Alene Bullard. Linda Vines. Major Blumhagen, Marjie Baldwin, Helen Perman, 
Shelby Henry, Brenda Holbrooks, June Kirkland, Patty Maxwell, Jean Graben. Joy Ann 
McCullars, Barbara Carrol, Dianne Rogerson, Velford Williams. 
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DELTA OMICRON 
Offcers: 
Sandra Parrish 
Judye Jones 
Virginia Ellis 
Mrs. Baab ( sponsor) 
Pat Tudor 
Blanch Gambal 
Kate Roberts 
Sherry Pickrell 
First row,left-to-right: 
Kay Walker, Pat Tudor, 
Sherry Pickrell, Pat 
Rowell. 
Row two: 
Virginia Ellis, Ann Zie-
gler, Kate Roberts, San-
dra Parrish. Karen 
Adams. 
Row three: 
Mrs. Baab, Mrs. Linda 
Sparks, Blanche Gam-
bal, Jo Holt, Judye 
Jones, Tina Mills. Susy 
Frances. Vicki Hallman 
(not shown). 
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Left- to-right, First row: Mary Morgan, Gordon Simpson, George Wynn, Lawson Shaw. 
Eva Pennington, James Rayburn, Robert Sims. Second row: Barry Denton, Barbara 
Smith, Larry Fuarman, Robert Watson, Barbara Strawn, Margaret Turner, Wayne 
Turner, Judy Payne. Betty Freeman, Mary Barrontine, Charles Bohannon. Third row: 
Margaret Weinland, Brenda Holbrook, Jerolyn Dark, Sara McEwen, Bonnie Couch, 
Pat Hollingsworth. Josephine Smith, Sue Clinkscales, Mrs. W. Stephenson. Fourth row: 
Judy Fortenberry, Nancy Tuck, Kathy Rutherford, Linda Robertson, Gail Waldrop, 
Donna Low. Wenona Jones, Jerolyn Odom, Jan Masters, Winston Jenkins. Filth row: 
Hubert Tumlin, Jimmy Silvers, Martha Johnson, Patricia Cates. Doris Carroll. Ollie 
Akins, Bonnie Miller, Harrell Potter, Mrs. S. P. Hatcher. (absent—Jack Decker, George 
Senchak). 
PHI BETA LAMDA 
Delta Chi Chapter 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE 
BUSINESS SOCIETY 
The goals of Phi Beta Lamda are to promote professional interest and enthusiasm among its members; to 
develop their potential leadership by giving every member a responsibility; to provide information on career oppor-
tunities, contacts with business men, assitance in job placement, and follow-up of business graduates. 
The Jacksonville chapter was appointed by it national headquarters in Washington as the official state-spon-
soring chapter in Alabama, with the responsibility of providing leadership throughout Alabama in organizing col-
lege Phi Beta Lamda Chapters and high schools in it junior division, the F B L A. 
Mr. Jack Williams. Co-Sponsor and 
Chairman, Businessmen's Advisory 
Committee. 
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Miss Lucille Branscomb, Alabama State Di-
rector and local chapter sponsor. 
Mr. Sam Hatcher and Miss Willo-
dean Stephenson, Co-Sponsors. 
John Champion: Past State President. 
STUDENT DIRECTORY COMMITTEE: An annual service to the college by PHI 
BETA LAMDA. 
Gordon Simpson: Alabama State Presi-
dent, 1963. 
PLACEMENT BUREAU: The Student Placement Committee works with the college 
director of placement in the interest of business administration students. 
Wayne Richardson: "Mr. FBLA 
OF ALABAMA" and winner of 
scholarship award. 
Leigh Dalton: "MISS FBLA OF 
ALABAMA" and winner of 
scholarship award. 
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NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PERSHING RIFLES 
COMPANY "I" 4th REGIMENT 
Fall Pledges 
Left- to-right, Front row: Cadets Clark Moon, Raymond Hodges. John Mulhern, Jerry 
McCullars, Roy Jones, Herman Jaggars, William Cavender, Anthony Callan. James 
Hoffman, Danny Belyeu, Robert Simpson. Second row: Cadets Richard Evans. Kenneth 
Welch, Charles Miller, John Teague, Michael Buck. Charles Alexander. Thomas Zopfi, 
Jerry York. Kenneth Williams, Paul McLaughlin. Third row: Cadets Harold Lewis, Albert 
Warlick, Larry Thornton, Harold Tillison. James Elliot, David Barth, John Barnett, 
Frank Cobb. Andrew Nelson. Thomas Reed. Fourth row: Cadets Bruce Parris, Charles 
Tucker. James Weems, Joseph Harris. Larry Parker. Lee Siegal. Dennis Robinson, Henry 
Raburn, Edwin Flores. Charles Vick, Richard Castellani. 
Newly Initiated Members in Fall, 1962 
Front row, Left - to -right: Michael Dorsett: Dan Calloway: Paul McLaughlin: Ronald 
Adams. Back row: Anthony Normand; Glynn Hester; Drue Steverson: Ernest Frankl. 
Not pictured—Anthony Callan. 
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Honorary Captain 
Lynne Jones 
First Lieutenant 
William A. Allen 
Second Lieutenant 
Andrew W. Bolt 
Second Lieutenant 
Michael R. McGuire 
Second Lieutenant 
Frank Smith 
Cadet 
Roy R. Jones 
Cadet 
Harold R. Lewis 
Cadet 
Richard C. Miller 
Cadet 
Bruce G. Parris 
Cadet 
Albert E. Warlick 
Cadet 
James D. Weems 
Captain 
Gordon T. Simpson 
Captain 
Franklin J. Allen 
Advisor 
Captain Mozley 
Advisor 
Sergeant Chapman 
Second Lieutenant 
Clark S. Moon 
Warrant Officer 
Donald E. Cook 
Cadet 
Richard A. Evans 
Cadet 
Robert E. Gallaher 
Cadet 
Raymond G. Hodges 
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BAPTIST STUDENT UNION 
"STRENGTH IS WHERE YOU FIND IT" 
The two Baptist Churches with the Baptist Student Union is primarily affiliated with in 
the Jacksonville area are the Westside Baptist (upper left) and the First Baptist Church 
(upper right). 
The International Student Retreat sponsored by the Jacksonville 
Baptist Student Union. The retreat was held at Andalusia. 
The Jacksonville State College Young Women's Association. 
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Pictured above is the Baptist Student Union Bus. The bus is 
used for the transportation of students to church and for trips 
that the Union frequently makes. 
Some of the Baptist Student Union members here prepare for 
a Christmas visit to the children's ward at Anniston Memorial 
Hospital. 
Below is pictured a Christmas scene from the Baptist Student 
Union's visit to the Anniston Nursing Home. 
Below: The Baptist Student Union bus prepares to leave the 
school grounds for a trip to the Anniston Nursing Home. 
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International Students seeing cotton in the field for the first time. 
In Alabama and of Alabama but for the World 
Francisco Tamez. Mexico (President); Paul Deschang, France: 
Diane Irvin, Arkansas; Meredith Camp, Gadsden; Esperanza Vidal, 
Bolivia (Secretary); Franz Schneider, Austria; William Vaughn, 
Anniston; Mustapha Chtaini, Morocco; Erskine Lane, Hokes Bluff: 
Pamela Blanc, Chile, Maria-Nieves Cabrera, Bolivia; John Putnam, 
Piedmont; Daniel Cros, France; Angele Ranz, France; Donald Clem-
mer, Wellington; Italo Morales, Guatemala; Axelle Picard, Belgium; 
Hoyt LeCroy, Georgia; Margaret Stanton, Australia (Editor, Inter- 
national Voice); Jeanne Jones, Jacksonville; Jean Visele, Belgium; 
Diana Pui-NanChu, Hong Kong; David Moon, Georgia; Patricia 
Kok Wah Ong, Malaya; Marie-Christine Dragon, France; Linda
Waddell, Anniston; George Smith, Bessemer; Patricia
Chisolm, Weaver (Treasurer); Carlos Zeller, Mexico; Barbara Winters, Flo-
rida; James Groom, Anniston; Lynn Duty, Virginia; Beth Powers, 
Anniston; Dora Schujman, Uruguay; Vicki Hallman, Guntersville; 
Mrs. James H. Jones, Dr. Jones, and little Myra (granddaughter). 
Picnic while on an interesting trip to Stone Mountain and Atlanta, Georgia. 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOUSE 
Homecoming! The International House Stationwagon won firs 
prize for being the best decorated automobile. 
Sixteenth Anniversary Celebration. Some four hundred guests 
from throughout Alabama and beyond its borders came to meet 
International Students. 
WESTMINSTER FELLOWSHIP 
Westminster provides a "Home Church" for college students for worship and fellowship. 
The faculty sponsor is Dr. Leon Willman. Above, members of the fellowship enjoy 
their student retreat at Cheaha State Park, Alabama. 
THREE KEYS 
The Order of The Three Keys provides opportunities for the individual student to develop 
his capacities to the fullest, so that he may live more abundantly. Members pictured above 
are: Carol Tomlin. Margaret Garren, Billy Anthony, Linda Knight, Becky Jackson, Inez 
Brown, Helen Steakley, Rochelle Neighbors, Brenda Holbrooks. Dorothy Strother, Sue 
Clinkscales, Judith Fortenbury, Wenona Jones, Jerri Odom. Norma Owens, Anne 
Campbell, Linda Williamson, JoyAnn McCullars, Mary Grimes, Elaine Robinson, Linda 
Tracy, Judy Mitchell, Julia Burroughs, Margie Baldwin, Pat Strickland, Polly Lorren, 
William Chitwood. 
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SCABBARD AND BLADE 
186 
CAPTAIN 
Gordon T. Simpson 
FIRST LIEUTENANT 
Jackie B. Guin 
SECOND LIEUTENANT 
Jimmy S. Hammett 
FIRST SERGEANT 
Walter C. Studdard 
John Brooks 
Larry Joe Davis 
Morgan Canady 
John R. Draper 
John Coggins 
Donald R, Garris 
Charles Couch 
Eugent Gates 
Toby Craft 
Bobby D. Johnson 
Kenneth Johnson 
James Rayburn 
James Linton 
Edwin T. Vernon 
John Mize 
James F. Warren 
Robert Morton 
Larry Warren 
Hudon Priest 
Richard Wolfe 
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PHI MU ALPHA SYMPHONIA 
PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA is a music fraternity with the following objectives: 
I. To advance the cause of music in America. 
2. To foster the mutual welfare and brotherhood of students of music. 
3. To develop the truest fraternal spirit among its members. 
4. To encourage loyalty to the Alma Mater. 
Right: 
Mr. Dan Sparks. Faculty Sponsor. 
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PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA presents the former MISS ALABAMA in a piano concert 
and here present her with a bouquet. 
Miss Lynn Jones, the "sweatheart" 
Phi Mu Alpha. 
The PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA dance band. 
Melvin Morgan, President, Phi Mu Alpha Sin-
fonia, 1960-1962. 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia presents Steve Young, 
noted guitarist, in concert. 
PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR'S CLUB 
	  
Dwight Sanderson, Joy Culver, Carolyn Lett, Melanie Luttrell, Larry MeHarg, Mitchell 
Caldwell, Linda Amos, Alice Amos, Margie Denton, Suzie McDonald, Frances Fuller, 
Sara Jo Holbrook, Harold Brooks, Marie Faver, Manola Harper, Sara Casey, Virginia 
Hudson. Dale McAfee, Martha Ann Moore, Patsy Dison, Wallace Williamson, Don 
McKlemore, Chris Evans, Robert Taylor, Vernon Wilkes, Clint Langley, Mark Washing-
ton. 
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Mr. Len Roten, Director. B. S. U. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION, Continued 
President. David Moon, crowns Miss Movene Nelson as 
B.S.U. Valentine Queen. 
As this publication goes to press, I, as Organizational Editor, wish to thank 
those that have aided me in the ways that encourage a successful endeavor in the 
finished product. I am sure that some mistakes have been made in my section of 
this yearbook — 1 am also sure that a few mistakes are unavoidable. 
lf, after years have passed, you can gaze back through this annual, find your 
picture, and reply happily, "I remember those days," then our purpose will have 
been accomplished. 
Your Organizational Editor, 
 
Jack L. Boozer 
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"WASH DAY" 
194 
CLASSES 
195 
SENIOR CLASS 
PRESIDENT — George Senchak; VICE-PRES. — Jean Stinson; SEC. — Judy 
Hughes; TRAESURER — Virginia Hudson; REPORTER — Betty Westbrook; 
S. G. A. REP. — Paul Bain; SOCIAL CHAIRMAN — Fred Clontz; S. G. A. 
REP. — Jimmy Deerman. 
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-SENIORS- 
ABERNATHY, CONRAD; McCalla; Physical Ed., Biol-
ogy. 
AKINS, OLLIE T. JR.; Attalla; Business Ed.; Rho Omega 
Ta Chi. 
ANTHONY, BILLY RAY; Piedmont; History. 
BADIPOUR, HOOSHIDAR; Tehran, Iran; Mathematics. 
Physics. 
BAIN, PAUL S.; Gadsden; Business Ed., Economics; 
Cheerleader; Circle K; Phi Beta Lambda; S. G. A. Rep.; 
"Mr. Dogpatch". 
BARNES, LEE; Wilsonville; Mathematics, Accounting. 
 
BARTON, EVELYN; Cordova History, English. 
BISHOP, FRANK; Jacksonville; Business Ed., Accounting, 
Economics. 
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BROWN, MIRIAM; Muscadine; Elementary Education. 
Bryson, James; Trussville; Business Ad., Economics; Mimosa Staff. 
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BLUMHAGEN, ROBERT; Jacksonville; History, Eco-
nomics. 
BOOZER, JACK; Jacksonville; English, History; Rho 
Omega Tau Chi, Pres.; Writer's Club; Masque and Wig, 
Pres.; English Club; Letter of Appreciation; Mimosa 
Staff, Organizational Editor; Who's Who. 
BREWER, MARTIN; Gadsden; Business Ed.; Economics. 
BRINDLEY, JOSEPH D.; Blountsville; Physical Educa-
tion, Mathematics. 
BROTHERS, EARL; Gallant; Mathematics, Business. 
BROWN, MARY INEZ; Lineville: English, Secretarial Sci-
ence; Three Keys; Kappa Delta Epsilon; Phi Beta Lamb-
da; Who's Who. 
-SENIORS- 
- SENIORS- 
CALDWELL, LAMAR; Alex City; Physical Ed., History. 
CALHOUN, PATRICIA; Arab; Elementary Ed. 
CAMPBELL. ANNE E.; Lineville; English, History; Eng-
lish Club; Three Keys; Forum; Sigma Tau Delta; Masque 
and Wig; Lambda Chi Law Club. 
CANADY, MORGAN; Birmingham; Accounting, Econom-
ics; Advanced ROTC; Scabbard and Blade; Accounting 
Club; Counselor. 
CARDEN, ROSCOE; Heflin; Physical Education, History; 
Law Club; Student NEA; Intramural Sports; B. S. U. 
CARGO. ROBERT; Blountsville; Business Ed., Econom-
ics. 
t 
CARROLL, PAUL; Rome, Ga.; Accounting, Economics. 
CARTER, ARLAND; Attalla; Physical Ed., Geography. 
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-SENIORS- 
CASEY, JACKIE W.; Alexandria: History, Physical Edu-
cation. 
CASH, EDWARD; Mentone: Business Ad., Economics. 
CHAPMAN, CHARLES; Anniston; Mathematics, Business 
Ad. 
CHARTON, MARIE-CLAIRE; Marseille, France; English. 
Spanish, Sociology; International House, Co-Chairman, 
Pres. 
CHITWOOD, WILLIAM; DeArmanville: Chemistry, Eng-
lish, History; Sigma Tau Delta; Pi Gamma Mu; Writer's 
Club; SOUNDINGS; Civil Air Patrol. 
COFFEY, RUTH; Albertville; Elementary Education. 
COLE, CHARLES: Anniston; Business Ad., Economics, 
Political Science; Phi Beta Lambda; Student Director, 
Editor. 
COOTES, CASSIE BELLE; Fyffer; Home Economics. Nat-
ural Sciences; Home Economics Club; B. S. U. 
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-SENIORS- 
CROW, Jo ANN; Fort Payne; Home Economics; West-
minster Fellowship, Trea., Sec., V-Pres.; Leone Cole 
Home Eco. Chapter; Mimosa Staff; S.G.A.; Most Out-
standing Student" S.G.A.; Co-ordinator Miss Mimosa 
Pagent; 2 Letters of Appreciation; Certificate of Achieve-
ment. 
CROWDER, LARRY; Gadsden; Business Ad., Economics; 
Circle K; Cheerleader. 
DANFORD, ROBERT; Sylacauga; Business Ad., Eco-
nomics. 
NOT PICTURED 
DAVIS, CLYDE J.; Fort Payne; Physical Ed., History; 
Collegian Staff; Mimosa Staff; Intramural Sports; Coun-
selor. 
CUMMINGS, LONNIE WAYNE; Albertville; Business Ad., 
Economics. 
DAFFRON, ROBERT ALLEN; Ragland; Business Ad., 
Economics. 
DAVIS, JEAN; Anniston; Elementary Education. 
DAY, KENNETH; Trion, Ga.; History, Physical Education 
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-SENIORS- 
202 
DEAN, LESTER; Havre de Grace, Md.; Mathematics, 
Physical Education; NEA; PE Majors Club; Wesley 
Foundation; S.G.A.; Collegian Sports Editor. 
DEASON, MARJORIE; Oxford; History, English; Sigma 
Tau Delta; Pi Gamma Mu; Forum, Sec. 
DECKER; JACK; Albertville; Business Ad., Economics; 
Phi Beta Lambda. 
DEERMAN, JIMMY; Rainsville; Mathematics, English, 
Accounting; S.G.A. Rep. 
DENTON, BARRY; Anniston; Business Ad., Economics; 
Phi Beta Lambda. 
DYE, DARRELL; Cullman; Biology, Chemistry; B.S.U. 
ECHOLS, DONNIE; Anniston; Mathematics, Business Ad. 
ELKINS, JOHNNY; East Tallassee; Physical Education, 
History; Rho Omega Tau Chi; S.G.A. Rep.; Circle K; 
Cheerleader; P.E. Majors Club; Intramural Sports. 
ELLIS, VIRGINIA; Fort Payne: Music, Elementary Educa-
tion; B.S.U. Choir; Freshman Counsil; N.E.A. Reporter; 
V-Pres., Pres.; Delta Omicron 2nd V-Pres., Trea.; Kappa 
Delta Epsilon V-Pres.; A Cappella Choir. 
FORTENBERRY, JUDITH; Wellington: Business Educa-
tion, English; Three Keys; Phi Beta Lambda. 
FUTRAL, SARA; Goodwater: Elementary Ed.; West-
minster Fellowship, Mimosa, Ass't Business Manager; 
N.E.A.; V-Pres., Junior Class; Counselor. 
GAMBLE, BLANCHE; Anniston: Elementary Education; 
N.E.A.; Delta Omicron, Sec.; Chorus; A Cappella Choir; 
Masque and Wig; B.S.U.; Treas., Senior Class; Senior 
Spotlight. 
GARREN, MARGARET; Remlap; Home Economics; Sci-
ence; Leone Cole Home Economics Club; Student 
N.E.A.; Wesley Foundation; Phi Mu Chi Beta; Three 
Keys. 
GARRIS, DONALD; Sylacauga: Accounting, Economics. 
SENIORS 
FREEMAN, BOBBIE; Talladega: Education, History. 
FULLER, ADDIE CHATHAM; History, French; B.S.U.; 
Y.W.A. Chairman; Social Chairman; Training Union 
Representative; N.E.A. 
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-SENIORS- 
GASKIN, CLovis M.; Boaz; Elementary Ed.; Collegian 
Staff; Leone Cole Home Economics Club; N.E.A.; Baptist 
Student Union. 
GIBSON, FRANCES M. 
GILLILAND, JOSEPH FRANKLIN; Titus; History, Music; 
N.E.A.; S.G.A., Class President; B.S.U.; Masque and Wig; 
Mimosa Staff; Certificate of Achievement; Band; Chorus; 
Men Chorale; A Cappella Choir; Law Club. 
GRAVEN, EDWARD C.; Fairfield; History; Political 
Science; Law Club; Kappa Phi Kappa; Pi Gamma Mu. 
GRIMES, MARY JOAN; Centre; Elementary Education. 
GUY, VOYT; Childersburg; Accounting, Economics. 
HAMNER, JOHNNY W.; Tuscaloosa; Accounting; Eco- 
nomics; Phi Gamma Mu; Accounting Club; Editor 1963 
Mimosa; S.G.A.; Who's Who; Letter of Appreciation. 
HANVEY, GLADYS H.; Oxford; Elementary Ed. 
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-SENIORS- 
HARBISON, JETHRO; Logan: Biology, English. 
HARRINGTON, PATRICIA; Woodland; Home Economics; 
Natural Science; Leone Cole Home Economics Club, Vice-
President. 
HARRIS, JAMES D.; Rocksprings, Ga.; Physical Educa-
tion; Football;  "J" Club; Baseball; S.G.A. 
HARWELL, GLENDA BROUGHTON; Red Oak, Ga.; Math-
ematics; French; Physical Education Club; International 
House Program; Dormitory President; Junior Class Beauty; 
"Miss Mimosa" Candidate; Ballerinas, Captain; Mimosa 
Staff, Class Editor; Wesley Foundation; Gem of the Hills.; 
Mermaids. 
HASTINGS, JAMES E.; Rockmart, Ga.; History; Political 
Science; COLLEGIAN Staff. 
HATCHER, DOROTHY STROTHER; Westover; Elementary 
Education; Student N.E.A.; Three Keys; A Capella Choir. 
 
HAYES, COETA GAIL; Crossville; History, Geography. 
HAYNES, PEGGY JEAN; Ashland; Physical Education, 
History; P. E. Majors Club; Womens' Athletic Association. 
Secretary and Treasurer. 
205c 
HEARD, JERRY; Gadsden; Business Administration; Ec-
onomics. 
HENRY, SHELBY; Albertville; Home Economics, Science; 
B.S.U.; N.E.A.; Leone Cole Home Economics Chapter. 
HERREN, WILMA WADE; Woodland; Elementary Educa-
tion; Student Forum. 
HILL, DELLA ANN; Glencoe; Physical Education; History. 
HILL, DOROTHY; Alpine; Chemistry; Biology; Home Eco-
nomics; Phi Mu Chi Beta; Leone Cole Home Economics 
Club. 
HILL, FRANK TYRONE; Anniston; Mathematics; Chemistry; 
Physics. 
HILL, JANE; Jacksonville; Home Economics; Science; 
Leone Cole Home Economics Club. 
HILL, ROBERT; Alpine; Chemistry; Biology; Phi Mu Chi 
Beta. 
SENIORS 
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-SENIORS- 
HOFFECKER, BETSY; Birmingham; N.E.A.; Secretary; 
Three Keys; Wesley Foundation; Major-Elementary Edu-
cation. 
HOLBROOK, BRENDA JEAN; Fort Payne; Secretarial 
Science; English; Phi Beta Lambda, Secretary; Three Keys; 
Student N.E.A.; Westminster Fellowship; B.S.U.; Coun-
selor. 
HOLDRIDGE. BARRY; Fort Payne; Business Adminis-
tration; Economics. 
HOWLE, JIMMIE; Heflin; Business Administration; Eco-
nomics. 
HUDSON, VIRGINIA; Oxford; Physical Education; Senior 
Class Treasurer; ROTC Sponsor; N.E.A.; Senior Beauty; 
Who's Who; Physical Education Club; Miss Homecoming 
Maid; Gem of the Hills. 
HUGHES, JUDITH ANN; Fort Payne; English; History; 
Homecoming Maid; ROTC Sponsor; Student N.E.A.; 
Mimosa Staff; Senior Class Secretary; Gem of the Hills; 
Dormitory Social Chairman; "Miss Mimosa" Candidate; 
I st Alternate; Letter of Appreciation. 
HYCHE, RONALD; Cordova; Music; Biology. 
JENKINS, WINSTON; Henagar; Accounting; Economics; 
Intramural Sports; Accounting Club; Phi Beta Lambda. 
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-SENIORS- 
JOHNSON, BOBBY JOE; Centre; Physical Education; Foot-
ball, Captain; "J" Club, President, Treasurer; Most Valu-
able Lineman; Baseball. 
JOHNSON, BRENDA H.; Fort Payne; Phi Mu Chi Beta. 
JOHNSON, JAMES M.; Fort Payne; Phi Mu Chi Beta, 
President; Who's Who. 
JOHNSON, KENNETH L.; Oxford; Mathematics; Vice-
President of Phi Mu Chi Beta; Scabbard and Blade. 
JONES, JUDITH; Macon, Ga.: Music; English; Counselor; 
Who's Who; Sophomore Class Beauty; Senior Class Beauty 
Alternate; Junior Class Treasurer; Phi Mu Alpha Sweet-
heart; Delta Omicron; 1st Vice-President, International 
Music Fraternity; Publicity Chairman; Collegian Staff; 
Annual Staff; "Miss Mimosa" Top Five Finalist, 2 Years. 
KELL, BYRON; Chickamauga, Ga.; Physical Education; 
Geography. 
KIRKLAND, JUNE; Birmingham; English; Spanish; A 
Cappella Choir; Baptist Student Union; Collegian Staff; 
English Majors Club; Sigma Tau Delta. 
KNIGHT, LINDA; Roanoke; English; Sociology; Kappa 
Delta Epsilon; Sigma Tau Delta; Three Keys; Who's Who. 
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LEE, BILLY J.; Henagar; History; Political Science; Pi 
Gamma Mu; Kappa Phi Kappa. 
LEE, Lucy J.; Oxford; Biology; Chemistry. 
LITTLE, MARTHA; Piedmont; Chemistry. 
LORREN, POLLY; Springfield; Home Economics; Natural 
Science. 
LOWERY, ELEANOR; Geraldine; Biology; Physical Edu-
cation. 
McAFEE, BOBBY; Maplesville; Physical Education; Hist-
ory; Circle K Club; Usher's Club. 
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SENIORS 
McCAIN, DOUGLAS; Alpine; Physical  Education; History. 
McCULLERS, Joy; Hokes Bluff ; Mathematics; Biology; 
Baptist Student Union; 1960 Southern's Marching Band; 
Order of the Three Keys; Student N.E.A.; Phi Mu Chi 
Beta. 
-SENIORS- 
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McNAIR, BILLY C.; Jacksonville; Business Administra-
tion; Economics. 
MARTIN, KATHERINE VANN; Leeds; Home Economics; 
Science; Phi Mu Chi Beta; Leone Cole Home Economics 
Club; S.G.A. Representative; Alternate Cheerleader; So-
cial Chairman, Junior Class. 
MAXWELL, PATRICIA ANN; Gadsden; Home Economics; 
Leone Cole Home Economics Chapter; Secretary; N.E.A.; 
Three Keys; Dormitory President; Gem of the Hills. 
MAYS, CARTER; Secton; Physical Education; History. 
MEDDERS, DONALD C.; Anniston; Business Administra-
tion; Economics. 
MEHARG, LARRY P.; Hueytown; History; Physical Edu-
cation. 
MELLON, BETTY LEE; Oxford; Biology; B. S. U.; Three 
Keys; Phi Mu Chi Beta. 
MILAM, JUNE A.; Pell City; English, Languages. 
MILLER, ROY W.; Boaz; Biology; History; Phi Mu Chi 
Beta; Phi Gamma Mu; Kappa Phi Kappa; Intramural 
Sports. 
MILLICAN, VERNON; Lyerly, Ga.; History; Physical 
Education. 
MITCHELL, BRADLEY B.; Wedowee; Mathematics; Bi-
ology; Circle K; Ushers Club; President of Student Govern-
ment Association. 
MITCHELL, JUDY F.; Lineville; English; History; English 
Major's Club; Three Keys; Pi Gamma Mu, Secretary-Treas-
urer; Sigma Tau Delta, President; Vice-President of Junior 
Class; Masque and Wig. 
MOON, ROBERT JAMES; German; Lambda Chi Law Club; 
Three Keys; History Club; Young Democrats; Concert 
Band. 
MOORE, JOE T.; Attalla; History; Physical Education. 
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SENIORS 
MORGAN, EARL; Anniston; History, English. 
MORGAN, MARY RUTH; Ashland; Secretary, Freshman 
Class; Secretary, Junior Class; Phi Mu Chi Beta; Phi Beta 
Lambda; Student N.E.A.; Counselor; ROTC Sponsor; 
B.S.U. 
-SENIORS- 
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MORGAN, MELVIN; Gadsden; Music. 
MORRIS, CLAUDE; Sylacauga; Business Administration; 
Economics. 
MORRIS, MARTHA ANN; Summerville, Ga.; Home Ec-
onomics; Natural Science. 
MOSELEY, FREDDIE ANDREW; Lyerly, Ga.; Biology; 
Chemistry; Pi Mu Chi Beta. 
NEIGHBORS, ROCHELLE; Lineville; Elementary Educa-
tion; Concentration; Art; Science; Home Economics; Home 
Economics Club; Student National Education Association; 
Three Keys. 
NELSON, JANICE; Five Points; Elementary Education. 
NELSON, MOVENE; Wedowee; Home Economics; Science; 
Baptist Student Union; Social Chairman; Missions Chair-
man; Devotional Chairman; Leon Cole Home Economics 
Club; "Miss Mimosa" Candidate. 
NORTON, GRADY; Glencoe; Biology; History. 
-SENIORS- 
ODOM, JEROLYN; Asheville; Secretarial Science; English; 
Phi Beta Lambda; Wesley Foundation; Sigma Tau Delta; 
Kappa Delta Epsilon; Student N.E.A.; Three Keys. 
OLIVER, WARREN M.; Warrior; Business Administration; 
Economics; Student Government Association; Mimosa 
Staff; Intramural Sports; Class Favorite. 
OTWELL, SARA FRANCES; Oxford; Elementary Education. 
OWENS, LINDA; Blue Mountain; English; French; Baptist 
Student Union; Secretary. 
PARRISH, SANDRA JANE; Roanoke; Music Education; 
Delta Omicron, President, Treasurer; MENC, Secretary, 
Treasurer; Phi Mu Alpha Sweetheart; A Cappella Choir; 
College Fraternity Band Vocalist; Freshinan Class Favorite; 
Senior Class Favorite; Mimosa and Homecoming Candi-
date; 1st Place Talent Show Winner; Dormitory Officer. 
PATTERSON, JANE LOVVERN; Talladega: Elementary 
Education; French; History Club; Art Club; B.S.U., Vice-
President; English Club. 
OWENS, NORMA; Anniston; Three Keys, Treasurer, Presi-
dent; Phi Mu Chi Beta, 2nd Vice-President; Baptist Stu-
dent Union, Summer President, Morning Watch Chairman; 
Counselor in Pannell Hall. 
OWENS, ROBERT MERRILL; Jacksonville; Southern March-
ing Band; Masque and Wig Guild, President, Assistant 
Director; Law Club, President; Mimosa Staff; Student 
Government Association; Who's Who among Students in 
American Universities and Colleges. 
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-SENIORS- 
PAULEY, CHARLES D.; Jacksonville; History, Chemistry. 
PEMBERTON, CAROLE; Wattsville; Mathematics; Chem- 
istry; ROTC Sponsor; Counselor; Who's Who; Phi Mu 
Chi Beta. 
PENNINGTON, EVA LENORA; Fort Payne; Westminister 
Fellowship. Treasurer; Phi Beta Lambda, Treasurer; Stu-
dent N.E.A.; Sigma Tau Delta; Mimosa Candidate. 
PERMAN, HELEN RUTH; Attalla; Home Economics; 
Leone Cole Home Economics Chapter; Phi Mu Chi Beta; 
National Education Association; S.G.A. Representation; 
Letter of Appreciation; Senior Spotlight. 
POWELL, BARBARA; Birmingham; Mathematics; Biology; 
B. S. U.; Freshman Council; N. E. A.; Leone Cole Home 
Economics Club; Phi Mu Chi Beta. 
POWELL, BARNEY; Albertville; Business Administration; 
Economics. 
POWELL, RICHARD E.; Gadsden; Business Administra-
tion; Economics. 
POWERS, BETH 
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-SENIORS- 
POWERS, SUE; Talladega; Three Keys; Student N.E.A., 
Secretary and Vice-President; Physical Education Majors 
Club; B.S.U. 
PRATER, GARVIS; Oxford; Chemistry; Physics. 
PRICE, EUGENE; Anniston; Mathematics; Chemistry. 
PROCTOR, LESTER; Lineville; Physical Education; His-
tory. 
PUCKETT, SUSAN; Springville; Wesley Foundation; Rec-
reation Leader, Vice-President, Secretary; N.E.A., Treas-
urer, President; Letter of Appreciation; Dormitory Presi-
dent; Gem of the Hills. 
RAYBURN, Jim; A lbertville; Business Administration; 
Economics. 
REAVES, SANDRA; Jacksonville; Biology; Chemistry. 
RICHEY, DON 
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-SENIORS- 
ROBERTS, JERRY; Alex City; Business Administration; 
Economics. 
ROBERTS, KATE; Band; Ballerinas; Chorus; A Capella 
Choir; Canterbury Club; Student Member, Music Educators 
National Conference; Delta Omicron, Warden, 2nd 
vice-president; Sophomore Class, Secretary; Reporter of Senior 
Class: Gem of the Hills. 
ROBINSON, MARLENE; Sand Rock: Home Economics; 
Science; Leone Cole Home Economics Club; Phi Mu Chi 
Beta; Three Keys; Baptist Student Union; Social Chairman 
of Abercrombie. 
ROGERS, WILLIAM WENDELL; Steele: History; Physical 
Education. 
ROMINE, RICHARD; Jacksonville; Biology, Physical Edu-
cation. 
RUBIO, CARMEN; Brazil; French; Secretarial Science; Co-
Chairman of the International House; Candidate for Miss 
Mimosa; Junior Class Beauty; Secretary Senior Class; 
Senior Class Favorite; Miss Homecoming Attendant. 
SCUBLA, MARIO P .; Fort Benning, Ga.; Mathematics, 
Physics. 
SENCHAK, GEORGE F.; Whiting, Ind.; Mimosa Staff; Law 
Club; Phi Beta Lambda; Newman Club; S.G.A.; Intra-
mural Sports; Senior Class President. 
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SHAW, LAWSON; Alex City: Business Administration, Ec-
onomics; Phi Beta Lambda, President; Collegian Staff. 
SIBERT, ALAN R.; Jacksonville; Mathematics; Business 
Administration. 
SMITH, CHARLES A.; Glencoe; Political Science; Biology. 
SMITH, EUNICE STEPHENS; Gadsden; Mathematics; 
Writers Club; II A Capella Choir; Sigma Tau Delta. 
SMITH, JOHN RICHARD; Piedmont; Physical Education; 
Economics. 
SMITHEY, BEVERLY JOAN; Gadsden; Elementary Edu-
cation; Music; S.G.A., Secretary; Freshman Class Treas-
urer; Sophmore Reporter; Mimosa Staff; Westminster 
Fellowship, Vice-President; Counselor; Kappa Delta Ep-
silon; Delta Omicron; "Miss Mimosa" Candidate, Top Ten; 
Junior Class Favorite; Gem of the Hills. 
-SENIORS- 
SILVERS, JIMMY; Calhoun, Ga.; Business Administration; 
Economics; Circle K; Phi Beta Lambda. 
SIMPSON, GORDON THOMAS; Jacksonville; Business Ad-
ministration; Economics; Phi Beta Lambda, Vice-Presi-
dent, State President; Pershing Rifles, Captain, Gold 
Achievement; Scabbard and Blade, Captain; Canterbury 
Club, President; Pi Gamma Mu, President; Distinguished 
Military Student; ROTC Brigade Commander; Certificate 
of Achievement; Third Army Valors Award. 
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-SENIORS- 
SOUTHERLAND, MAJORIE; Section; Mathematics; Bio-
logy. 
STANLEY, NORMAN; Jacksonville; Mathematics, Physics. 
STRAWN, BARBARA J.; Gadsden; Business Administra-
tion; English. 
STEWART, MARY FRANCES; Ashland; Physical Education; 
Sociology; Women's Athletic Association; Physical Educa-
tion Majors Club. 
STINSON, JEAN; Gadsden; Elementary Education; S.G.A. 
Sophomore Class Vice-President; Student N.E.A.; B.S.U.; 
Senior Class Vice-President. 
STUDDARD, WALTER C.; Piedmont; Mathematics; Phy-
sics; Phi Mu Chi Beta, Treasurer; Scabbard and Blade, 
Officer; Who's Who. 
TAYLOR, HELEN L.; Jacksonville; Physical Education; 
Biology; S.G.A.; Women's Athletic Association; Physical 
Education Majors Club. 
THOMAS, LINDA GAIL; Gadsden; Home Economics; 
Natural Science. 
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-SENIORS- 
THOMAS, GEORGE; Gadsden; Mathematics; History. 
THORNTON, EMILY; Roanoke; Secretarial Science; Phi 
Beta Lambda. 
TOLLESON, BILLY WAYNE; Weaver; Accounting; Eco-
nomics. 
TRATHEN, ROBERT D.; Jacksonville; Business Adminis-
tration; Economics. 
TRAYLOR, RICHARD; Roanoke; Business Administration; 
Economics; Freshman Class Favorite; President of Glaz-
ner Hall; Phi Mu Alpha. 
TUMLIN, HUBERT PAUL; Rainsville; Accounting; Ec- 
onomics; History; Accounting Club; Vice-President; Phi 
Beta Lambda; Pi Gamma Mu; Ushers Club; Counselor. 
TURNER, MARGARET FRANCES GREENLEAF; Jacksonville; 
Secretarial Science; Economics; Accounting Club; Secre- 
tary; Pi Gamma Mu; Phi Beta Lambda; Kappa Delta Pi. 
TURNER, WAYNE ALDEN; Hickory, N. C.; Accounting; 
Economics Accounting Club, Vice-President; Pi Gamma 
Mu; Phi Beta Lambda. 
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SENIORS 
TURRENTINE, LINDA G.; Huntsville; Biology; Sociology. 
VANN, ELOISE T.; Jacksonville; English; Art. 
VAUGHAN, DONNA; Gadsden; English; Biology; Bal-
elrina, Assistant Head; S.G.A.; President, Sophomore 
Class; Reporter Freshman Class; N.E.A.; Westminster 
Fellowship; President Social Chairman; Publicity; Mimosa 
Staff; Band; Letter of Appreciation; Dormitory Officer; 
Homecoming Committee. 
VIDAL, ESPERANZA; Bolivia; French, English. 
WADSWORTH, GLENN; Hueytown; Business Adminis-
tration; Economics. 
WALKER, PATSY V.; Eastaboga; Mathematics, Biology. 
WALKER, PRISCILLA; Gadsden; Biology; English. 
WALLY, SHERIAN; Carrollton, Ga.; Home Economics; 
Natural Science. 
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WESTBROOK, BETTY; Bremen, Ga.; Home Economics; 
Science; Leone Cole Home Economics Club. Officer; Na-
tional Convention; Counselor; N.E.A.; Phi Mu Chi Beta, 
Officer; Class Officer; S.G.A. 
WILKS, VERNON; Physical Education; Physical Education 
Majors Club. 
WILLIAMSON, LINDA; Wedowee( Biology; English; Three 
Keys; English Majors Club; Secretary: Freshman Class; 
B.S.U.; Freshman Council.-  
WILSON, HAL; Heflin. 
SENIORS 
WATKINS, JIMMY RAY; Henagar; Mathematics; Physics. 
WATSON, ROBERT W.; Gadsden; Business Administra-
tion; Economics. 
WARREN, ELIZABETH; Oneonta; Elementary Education. 
WARREN. PAULINE; Fort Payne; Elementary Education; 
Student N.E.A. 
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WILSON, MELBA; Centre; Home Economics; Leone Cole 
Home Economics Club; N.E.A. 
WINN. GEORGE; Ohatchee; Business Administration; Ec-
onomics; Phi Beta Lambda, 1st Vice-President. 
WHEELER, RONALD WINSTON; Ashland; Physical Educa-
tion; Biology. 
WOLFE, RICHARD; Missoula, Montana; Accounting, Ec-
onomics. 
YOTHER, LINDA; Eastaboga; English; Business Adminis-
tration. 
ZEIGLER, LINDA; Section; Chemistry; Mathematics. 
SENIORS 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
JUNIORS: President—Johnny Brooks, Vice-President—Wayne Clotfelter, Secretary—
Delores Butler, Treasurer—Linda Clements, Social Chairman—Jimmy Brookes, S. G. A. 
Representatives—Ronnie Harris and Kitty Martin. 
SOPHOMORE: President—Robert Clotfelter, Vice-President—Glynn Hester, Secretary 
and Treasurer—Betty Freeman, Social Chairman—Joella Cornelius, S. G. A. Represen-
tatives—Manola Harper and Linda Waldrop. 
FRESHMAN: President—Jimmy Wilson, Vice-President—Larry Payne, Secretary—
Johnny Wolfe, Treasurer—Jackie Mincey, S. G. A. Representatives—Lillian Haber and 
Jesse Waldrop. 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Jerald Abercrombie, 3, Bountville 
James W. Adair, 3, Good water 
Ronald Adams, 2, San Francisco 
David Adderhold, 1, Cullman 
Joan Addridge, 3, Jasper 
Alice Amos, 2, Gadsden 
Linda Amos, 2, Gadsden 
Linda Anderson, 2, Sylacauga 
James B. Andrews, 2, Brownsboro 
Sara Lee Ashley, 2, Gadsden 
Mary S. Bain, 3, Gadsden 
Barry Bainbridge, 3, Bessemer 
Judy Baker, 2, Piedmont 
Mary Jane Baker, 1, Centre 
Virginia Barker, 1, Glencoe 
David Barth, 1, Dallas, Texas 
Jane Bartling, 1, Fort McClellan 
Robert E. Baty, 1, Cleveland 
John William Bauer, 1, Birmingham 
Horace Bayne, 3, Gadsden 
Janice Bearden, 1, Rockmart, Ga. 
Rubye Bell, 2, Noble, Ga. 
Edward Bishop, 1, Rome, Ga. 
Brenda Blackburn, 2, Ashland 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Pamela Blanc, 1, Ovalle, Chille 
Felton Bobo, 3, Gadsden 
Sandra Bobo, 2, Gadsden 
Linda Bouldin, 1, Henegar 
Patrick L. Bounty 
Harry Bradford, 2, Birmingham 
Sherry Brady, 2, Anniston 
Edna Faye Branch, 2, Shawmut 
Beverly Brantley, 1, River View 
Gerald Brewer, 1, Gadsden 
Meige Bronson, 2, Alex City 
Johnny Brooks, 3, Gadsden 
Brenda Brown, 1, Guntersville 
Sara Brown, 1, Weogufka 
Mike Buck, I, Anniston 
William A. Burell, 1, Smyrna, Ga. 
Thomas Burgess, 2, Heflin 
Jean Burton, 1, Birmingham 
Dolores Butler, 3, Bynum 
Patsy Ruth Bynum, 2, Attalla 
Sandra Campbell, 1, Blountsville 
Thomas Campbell, 1, Kellyton 
Gary Canant, 1, Bynum 
Bobby Carter, 1, Attalla 
Linda Casey, 3, Jacksonville 
Richard Castellani, 1, Long Island, N.Y. 
Gerald Cheatwood, 1, Hamilton 
Betty Childers, 1, Cragford 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Carla Choate, 1, Birmingham 
Diana Chu, 1, Hong Kong 
Gene Clark, 1, Anniston 
Janice Clark, 2, Talladega 
Jasper Clark, 1, Talladega 
Margaret Clayton, 2, Lineville 
Robbie Clayton, 1, Guntersville 
Sue Clinkscales, 3, Pell City 
Robert Clotfelter, 2, Gadsden 
Wayne Clotfelter, 3, Gadsden 
Ellen Cobia, 1, Cedar Bluff 
John Coggin, 3, Athens 
Carolyn Cole, 1, Gadsden 
Thomas Colvin, 2, Crossville 
Linda Sue Comer, 2, Pinson 
Claire Cooper, 2, Birmingham 
Fran Cooper, 2, Somerville 
Joella Cornelius, 2, Walnut Grove 
Bobby J. Craig, 2, Gurley 
Myra Crawford, 2, Ashland 
Joe C. Creel, 2, Morris 
Donnette Crow, 2, Jacksonville 
Troy Crumpton, 3, Roanoke 
Dianne Culver, 2, M un ford 
Charlotte Daffron, 1, Ragland 
John Gabe Daniel, 3, Newell 
Maley W. Daniel, 3, Roanoke 
Paula Daniel, 1, Gadsden 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Orbie Davis, 2, Grove Oak 
Wendell Davis, I. Altoona 
Alice Sue Deakins, 2, Knoxville 
Margie Denton, 1, Decatur 
Kermit DeVaughn, 2, Clanton 
Gayle Dick, 2, Anniston 
Dale Dison, 3. Talladega 
Margaret Dorman, 1, Shawmut 
Dennis Doss, 1, Anniston 
Nelda Doss, 1, Bessemer 
Ernest Downs, 3, Guin 
Barbara Edwards, 3. Boaz 
John C. Edwards, Jr., 2, Heflin 
James Eldridge, 2, Americus, Ga. 
Howard Wendell Ellis, 2, Oneonta 
Dale Everett, 3, Rainsville 
Sonia Farr, 1, LaFayette 
Mary Fink, 3, Summerville, Ga. 
Janet Fisher, 2, Rome, Ga. 
Olivia Fox, 1, Gadsden 
Bobbie Fraim, 1, Alex City 
Diane Frantz, 2, Gadsden 
Fannie Lee Fuller, 2, LaFayette 
Nancy Garmon, 2, Rockmart, Ga. 
Sherry Garner, 1, Birmingham 
Freddie Gibbs, 3, Oneonta 
Mary T. Gibbs, 3, Gadsden 
Bonnie Gilbert, 3, Ashland 
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Judie Glenn, 2, Des Moines, Iowa 
Sylvia Ann Gorey, 2, Jacksonville 
Pam Goss, 3, Gadsden 
Wilma Graben, 2, Roanoke 
Beverly Graham, 2, Fairfield 
Dianne Gray, 2, Gadsden 
Geraldine Gray, 3, Heflin 
Virginia Faye Green, 1, Oneonta 
Della Griffin, 1, Rome, Ga. 
Herbert Griffin, 3, Lineville 
Paula Guthrie, 1, Gadsden 
Lillian E. Haber, 1, Rahway, N.J. 
James Hadaway, 2, Lanett 
Nicki Hallman, 1, Guntersville 
Tommy Ham, 2, Sylacauga 
Tommy Hammill, 2, Anniston 
UNDERCLASSMEN 
Jean Hamric, 3, Oxford 
Terry Hardwick, 2, Pell City 
Manola Harper, 2, Fyffe 
Sadie Hayes, 3, Albertville 
Albert Hicks, 1, Piedmont 
Othie Mae Hilderbrand, 3, Jacksonville 
June Hinton, 1, Attalla 
Nancy Hirschman, 3, Anniston 
Ruth Hobbs, 1, Anniston 
Brenda Holly, 1, Blountsville 
Patricia Hollingsworth, 2, Bynum 
Bobby Holman, 3, Rockford 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Mary Julia Holman, 2, Jacksonville 
James A. Holmes, 2, Sylacauga 
Carol J. Honea, 1, Cedartown, Ga. 
Alice Hood, 3, Ashville 
Judy Hooten, 1, Newman 
Hugh Houk, 3, Fairfield 
Glenda Kay Housch, 2, Summerville, 
Ga. 
Randall Houston, 1, Anniston 
Gerrie Howard, 1, Gadsden 
Jo Ann Howard, 1, Blue Mountain 
Lila Ruth Hudgins, 3, Albertville 
Sue Hutchison, 2, Gadsden 
Diane R. Irwin, 1. Anniston 
Billy Ison, 1, Arab 
Marie Jackson 
Jerry Jacobs, 2, Heflin 
Charles Jenkins, 3, Sylacauga 
Carol Jane Johnson, 3, Fort Payne 
Lee Johnson, 1, Cedar Bluff 
Sue Johnson, 2, Heflin 
James Jones, 3, Gadsden 
Jeanne Jones, 3, Jacksonville 
Joan Jones, 2, Gadsden 
Patsy Jones, 3, Albertville 
Vida Lee Jones, 1, Leeds 
Wenona Jones, 3, Guntersville 
Nancy Jordan, 2, Cragford 
Jimmy Junkins, 1, Gadsden 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Tommy Lang, 2, Albertville 
Zem Lanier, 2, Talladega 
Judith Latimer, 2, Alex City 
Judith Carolyn Lester, I, 
Cedartown, Ga. 
Margaret Lewis, 1, Unicai, Tenn. 
Charlotte Ligon, 3, Gadsden 
James Lindsey, 3, Fort Payne 
Becky Livingston, 2, Birmingham 
Sandra Lovvorn, 1, Woodland 
Donna Low, 2, Gadsden 
Betty Luker, 3, Glencoe 
Brenda Faye Lyles, 1, Pell City 
James Justice, 3, Gurley 
Raymond Kay, 2, Rock Springs, Ga. 
Peter Kramer, Jr., 1, Cedartown, Ga. 
John H. Lamb, 1, Heflin 
I 
Nancy Mackey, 3, Gadsden 
Celia MacKnight, 1, Fairfield 
Glennis Maddox. 2, Geraldine 
John Garland Mann, 1, Cedar Bluff 
Glenda Martin, 2, Birmingham 
Terry Mathews, 1. Smyrna, Ga. 
Phyllis Maxwell, 2, Tuscaloosa 
Ray McCay, 1, Trafford 
James E. McCarty, 1, Camilla, Ga. 
Sandra McClendon, 1, Henegar 
Peggy McCord. 1, Thomson. Ga. 
Jerry McCullars, 1, Ohatchee 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Marjorie Naylor. 2. Boaz 
Dora Mae Nesbitt. I. Fairfield 
Sylvia Nessler, 2, Port Richey, Fla. 
Van Newman, 3. Jacksonville 
Ellen Newsome, 1, Talladega 
Don Olinger. 1, Cedartown. Ga. 
Joe Otts, 1, Birmingham 
Kathryn Owens, 1, Heflin 
Carol A. Padgett, 1, Gadsden 
Catherine Parker, 1, Weaver 
Earle Parker, 3, Heflin 
Weldon Parrish, 3, Crossville 
Mary Anne McCurdy, 1, Pinson 
Joseph McDonald, 1, Anniston 
Sue McDonald, 1, Birmingham 
Robert Lee McCrady, 2, Sylacauga 
Nancy McLemore, 1, Talladega 
Glenda Melton, 1, Harpersville 
Bertha Mills. 1, Ashland 
Judy Mims. 3, Alexandria 
Janice Minton. 1, Gadsden 
Dot Mitchell, 1, Wedowee 
Harriette Moore, 3, Rome, Ga. 
Beverly Morgan, 3. Buchannon, Ga. 
Wayne Morris, 1, Anniston 
Helen Murphree, 1, Childersburg 
Sharan Myers, 1, Leeds 
James Naftel, I, Birmingham 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Kitty Partin, 2, Birmingham 
Fred Pate, 1, Sylacauga 
Judy Payne, 3, Jasper 
Susan Pearson, 1, Opelika 
Mary Pelfrey, 1, Troy 
Newton Perry, 2, Pell City 
Axella Picard, 1, Aveyron, France 
Joyce Pitts, 2, Wedowee 
Ken Pollard, 2, Borden Springs 
Wanda Prater, 2, Oxford 
Martha Jane Prestwood, 3, 
Birmingham 
Nelda Phurrough, 1, Sylacauga 
Kay Rains, 1, Henegar 
June Rainwater, 1, Childersburg 
Angele Ranz, 1, Luieoges, France 
Barbara Anne Raper, 2, Oxford 
John Ray, 1, Wetumpka 
Larry Ray, 2, Ashland 
Mary Elizabeth Ray, 2, Jasper 
Eugenia Reagan, I, Birmingham 
Lenora Jane Reddish, 1, Gadsden 
Janette Rhodes, 3, Anniston 
Alice Roberson, 1, Talladega 
Cecilia Robertson, 1, Gadsden 
Gene Rose. 3, Fort Payne 
Glenda Ross, 2, Boaz 
Janice Russell, 2, Warrior 
Mary Virginia Ryan, 1, Guntersville 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
Billy Rylant, 2, Sylacauga 
Dorothy Sanders, 2, Talladega 
Mary Sanford, 2, Jasper 
Sandra Savage, 1, Piedmont . 
Sherrial Savage, 2, Piedmont 
Franz Schenider, 6, Scheibbs, Austria 
Terry Segers, 3, Birmingham 
Pat Ann Sewell, 3, Jacksonville 
Ronald Shaddix, 1, Anniston 
Judy Shanaberger, 3, Jacksonville 
Mike Sharp, 1, Gadsden 
Hilda Shaw, 2, Talladega 
Rodney Shirey, 3, Fort Payne 
Gwen Sibert, 3, Jacksonville 
Luther M. Sibert, 1, Gadsden 
Freddie Simmons, 2, Trion, Ga. 
Nancy Sims, 1, Lanett 
Barbara Ann Smith, 1, Guntersville 
George Earl Smith, 3, Bessemer 
George L. Smith, 1. Albertville 
 
it 
Jerry P. Smith, 3, Silver Creek, Ga. 
Linda Gail Smith. 2, Centre 
Loyd Smith, 2, Albertville 
Peggy Smith, 2. Albertville 
Sandra Smith, 3, Weaver 
Wayne H. Smith, 2. Heflin 
Billy Snead, 3, Boaz 
Margaret Stanton, 6. Beecroft, 
Australia 
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UNDERCLASSMEN 
234 
Dave Stevension 
James Strickland, 3. Piedmont 
Sue Striplin. 3, Jacksonville 
John Sullivan, 2, Adger 
John Swart, 2, Rahway, N.J. 
Kathryn Swindle, 2, Birmingham 
Janice Talley, 2, Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Ronnie Talley, 3, Montgomery 
Jan Taylor, 1, Birmingham 
Margaret Taylor, 1, Centerville 
Peggy Taylor, 1, Flatrock 
Sue Taylor. 3, Remlap 
Gay Templeton, 2, Gadsden 
Alita Terry, I, Lineville 
Jacquelyn Thomas, 1, Hartselle 
John Evans Thomas, III, 3, 
Birmingham 
Wayne Thomas, 2, Demopolis 
Larry Thorton, 2, Scotsboro 
Glenda Sue Thrower, 3, Arab 
Barbara Tinker, 1, Pisgah 
Alicia Thompkins, 2, Jacksonville 
Nancy Tuck, 3, Ragland 
Gilbert Turley, 2, Anniston 
Charline Turner. 1, Mount Olive 
Harmon Turner, 1, Rockford 
Mary Turner, 3, Cropwell 
Linda Underwood, 2, LaFayette, Ga. 
Venita Upton. 1, Piedmont 
UNDERCLASSMEN 
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Esman Varner, 1, Pinson 
Pat Vickers, 2. Ashland 
GWemmelele, 2, Wemtnel, Belgium 
Jimmy Waddell, 2. Lafayette, Ga. 
Gail Waldrop, 2, Gadsden 
Gerald Waldrop, 3, Gadsden 
Jesse Waldrop, 1, Bay Minette 
Kaye Walker. 1, Birmingham 
Lynda Walker, 1, Oxford 
Don Wallace, 2, Jacksonville 
James Warren, 2, Childersburg 
Jerry Warren, 1, Marietta, Ga. 
Mark Washington. 3, Springville 
Donald Weiss, 2, Lincoln 
Kenneth White, 2, Heflin 
Thomas Wiesman, 3, Rome, Ga. 
Billy Williams, 2, Trion, Ga. 
Larry Williams, 1, Springville 
Ledford Williamson, 3, Wedowee 
Rod Williamson. 3, Florence 
Carl Wisener, 3, Guntersville 
Johnny Wolfe, 1, Chamblee, Ga. 
Alma Wood, 2, Birmingham 
Becky Wood, 1, Talladega 
Brenda Woodis, 1, Apopka, Fla. 
Diana Woods, 2, Gadsden 
Dottie Wright, 2, Anniston 
Sandra Wycoff, 3, Anniston 
Arnett Anderson, 2, Anniston. 
Nancy Anderson, 2 Gadsden. 
William Arnold, 2, Jacksonville 
Danny Belyeu, 1, Piedmont. 
Judy Belyeu, 2, Piedmont. 
David Benefield, 3, Jacksonville. 
Jimmy Bowen, I, Gadsden. 
Munsey Box, 2, Collinsville. 
James Brown, 1, Anniston. 
Patsy Bryant. 2, Jacksonville. 
Billie Ann Bush, 2. Pell City. 
Gary Caldwell, I, Bessemer. 
Ernesto Canas, 1, Birmingham. 
Mary Carden, 1, Anniston. 
Charles Carroll, 3, Albertville. 
Johnny Castleberry, 2, Trussville. 
Linda Clements, 3, 
Anniston. 
-UNDERCLASSMEN- 
Andy Cline, 3, Atlanta. 
Patsy Crowder. 1, Gadsden. 
Edward Crumpton, 1, Heflin. 
Joy Culver, 3, Tarrant. 
Jerolyn Dark, 2. Goodwater. 
Michael Dorsett, 2. Leeds. 
Marie Dragon. 1, Province, France. 
Frank Duckett, 2, Albertville. 
Nora Duckett, 2, 
Glencoe. 
Willis Steven Duke, 2, 
Childersburg. 
Susie Francis, 2, 
Anniston. 
Wilma Garner, 3, 
Pisgah. 
Janet Gibson, 2, 
Fairfield Heights. 
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***The reason that these pictures are out of order is because the people did not 
return their proofs or turned them in too late to meet the first deadline. 
-UNDERCLASSMEN- 
Kossie Glass, 2, Anniston. 
Sharon Glass, 2, Iron Dale. 
Rubye Godbehere, 2, Sylacauga. 
James Grigg, 2, Scotsboro. 
Charles Guice, 1, Geraldine. 
Carol Hand, 1, Birmingham. 
Robert Hanson, 3. Boaz. 
Janice Harris, 1, Gadsden. 
Ronnie Harris. 3, Geraldine. 
Terry Hay, 3, Oxford. 
Anita Henry, 3, Oxford. 
Sarah Henry, 2, Fairfield. 
Glynn H. Hester, 2, Bessemer. 
Earl Hicks, 2, Gadsden. 
Sara Holdbrooks, 2, Fort Payne. 
Charles Hollis, 1, Heflin. 
Don Holmes, 1, 
Piedmont. 
Willie Leon Holt, 2, Summerville. 
Jane Hosmer, 2, Hueytown. 
Bradford Howland, 2, Scottsboro. 
James Hubbard. 1, Talladega.. 
Jane Hubbard, 3, Anniston. 
Sandy Hughett, 2, Birmingham. 
William Hurt, 1, Anniston. 
Leon Johnson. 3, Birmingham. 
Sue Johnson, 2, 
Heflin. 
David Jones, 2. 
Alex City. 
Lynn Jones, 2, 
Opelika. 
Ed Jordan, 2, 
Alex City. 
Bessie Keeling, 1 
Gadsden. 
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-UNDERCLASSMEN- 
Tommy Moore, 1, Trion, Ga. 
Barry Morris, 1, Talladega. 
Sandy Morrison, 1, Sylacauga. 
Willetta Murchison, 2, Bessemer. 
Jim Neason, 2, Birmingham. 
Aqua Neura, 2, Brunswick, Ohio. 
Ruth Neura, 1, Brunswick, Ohio. 
Ginnie Norris, 2, Birmingham. 
Julian Norton, 1, 
Heflin. 
Carolyn Pettus, 2, 
Orlando, Fla. 
Carlos Pineda, 1, 
El Salvador, C. A 
Mary Ellen Price, 1 
Cedartown, Ga. 
Randy Proctor, 2, 
Crossville. 
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Ray Kent, 1, Birmingham. 
Mike Kimberly. 3, Lincoln. 
Jessie King, 1, Anniston. 
Carol Kiser, 2, Birmingham. 
Joe Wayne Knezevick, 1, Sylacaug 
James Knight, 3, Dora. 
Jeffrey Lange. 1. Rahway, N. J. 
Clint Langley, 1, Alex City. 
Judith Layton, 1, Tarrant. 
James Ledbetter, 1, Anniston. 
Don Manley. 3, Roanoke. 
Sue McDonald, 1, Birmingham. 
Patsy McElroy, 1, Heflin. 
Mike McGuire, 2, Montgomery. 
Paul McLaughlin, 2. Leeds. 
Thomas C. Medders, 1, Anniston. 
Jackie Mincey, 1, 
Gadsden. 
Gloria Radcliff. I, Birmingham. 
Karleen Rogers, 2. Jacksonville. 
Jim Romine, 3, A uberndale. Fla. 
Bobby Sanderson. 1, Gardendale. 
Jim Scherer, 2, Cocoa, Fla. 
Dora Schujman. Special Student. 
Uruguay. 
Richard Serviss, 1. Sylacauga. 
Peggy Smith, 2, Albertville. 
Jerry Stewart, 1, Sylacauga. 
Tommy Joe Stough. 1, Sylacauga. 
Norma Summerlin, 2, Ashland. 
Johnny Tabor, 1. Owens Cross Roads. 
Terry Thomas, 2. Albertville. 
Mary I. Thompson, 2, Anniston. 
Charles Tucker, 3, Gadsden. 
Pat Tudor, 3, Gadsden. 
Robert Yarbrough, 2, 
Summerville, Ga. 
-UNDERCLASSMEN- 
Charles Vick, 2, Bessemer. 
Gerald Waldrop, 3, Gadsden. 
Lynda Walker, 2. Cullman. 
Donna Warren, 2, Miami Beach, Fla 
Delene Welch, 2, LaFayette. 
Ralph Whatley, 1, Birmingham. 
Camille Wilkes, 1, Fort Payne. 
Bobby Wilkins, 2, Anniston. 
Taska Williamson. 2, 
LaFayette, Ga. 
William E. Williamson, 2. 
Henegar. 
Joie Windle. 1. 
Notasulga. 
Sue Womack, 1, 
Gadsden. 
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LEADERSHIP 
SGA OFFICERS 
President 
Brad Mitchell 
Vice President 
Gerald Waldrop 
Treasurer 
James Justice 
Secretary 
Joan Smithey 
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SENIOR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
First Row: Jean Stinson, Johnny Hamner, Donna Vaughan, Jim Harris. Second 
Row: George Senchak, Jimmy Deerman, Johnny Elkins, Jack Boozer, Robert M. 
Owens, and Paul Bain. 
JUNIOR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
Johnny Brooks, Kitty Martin, Ronnie Harris, Jimmy Brooks 
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FRESHMAN 
CLASS 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Jesse Waldrop 
Lillian Haber 
Jimmy Wilson 
SOPHOMORE CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
 
Troy Smitherwick, Manola Harper, Joella Cornelius, Gail Waldrop, Helen Steakley, 
Bobby Clotfelter. 
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Faculty Advisor 
Dr. Anders 
THE S.G.A. 
IN 
ACTION 
"J" DAY 
I 
I 	 PUBLICATIONS 
Choc Hamner 
	 Nancy Mackey 
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Editor — Nancy Mackey 
Advisor 
Mrs. Coffee 
Asst. Editor Randall Cole 
Circulation Manager James Hastings 
THE COLLEGIAN 
Editor 
	 Nancy Mackey 
Asst. Editor 	 Randall Cole 
Sports Editor 	 Lester Dean 
Circulation Manager 	 James Hastings 
Typist 	 Clovis Gaskin 
Photographer 	 Opal Lovett 
Staff of Writers 	  George Earl Smith, 
June Kirkland, Lawson Shaw, Gerri 
Harris, Nancy Norberg, Judy Shan-
naberger, Robert Reilly, Jerry 
DeSpain, Charles Couch, Louise Frank-
lin, David Causier. 
The Collegian is the school paper which is published bi-
monthly. It furnishes the students with the current information 
on school happenings. 
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Photographer 
Opal Lovett 
Typist  
Clovis Gaskin 
Sports Editor 
Lester Dean 
STAFF WRITERS 
Glenda Justice, June Kirkland, George E. Smith, Nancy Norberg, Robert Reilly 
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Dale Dison 
Mike 
Oilver 
Assistant 
Editor 
Editor 
Johnny "Choc" Hamner  
THE MIMOSA STAFF 
Business Manager 
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Dale Dison 
Charles Vick 
Clyde Davis 
Faculty and Administration 
Joan Smithey 
ACTIVITIES EDITORS 
James Bryson 
Sports Editor 
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Broughton Harwell Judy Hughes 
Music 
Military 
Wain Bates 
Circulation 
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Jim Rayburn George Senchak 
CLASS EDITORS 
Judy Jones 
Alice Sue Deakins 
Jack Boozer 
Merrill Owens 
BEAUTY EDITORS 
Advisor 
Dr. Woodhouse 
Personalities 
Don Wallace 
ORGANIZATIONS 
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WHERE WE LIVE 
PATTERSON HALL 
PANNELL HALL 
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GLAZNER HALL 
LUTTRELL HALL 
ABERCROMBIE HALL 
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DAUGETTE HALL 
LOGAN HALL 
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WHERE WE LEARN 
BIBB GRAVES HALL 
RAMONA WOOD LIBRARY 
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STEVENSON GYMNASIUM 
AYERS HALL 
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
NEW FINE ARTS BUILDING 
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WHERE WE SERVE 
COLE CENTER 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
258 
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSE 
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Quick Service 
The Best 
In 
Gas, Oil, 
and 
Accessories 
ADVERTISEMENTS 
THE GAME COCK RESTURANT 
YOUNG'S SERVICE STATION 
Anniston Highway 
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No Finer Food 
or 
Drive-In 
Service 
In 
Calhoun County 
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JACKSONVILLE 
HARDWARE 
COMPLETE LINE OF 
HARDWARE SUPPLIES 
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA 
WILLIAMS 
FLORISTS 
211 NORTH PELLAM ROAD 
JACKSONVILLE 
"Say It With Flowers" 
If It's Smart, It's From The 
CAMPUS 
SHOP 
MEN'S AND BOY'S 
WEARING APPAREL 
McGREGOR 
JANTZEN 
JARMAN 
ADAMS 
HICKOK 
JACKSONVILLE 
CROW 
DRUG 
STORE 
DARWIN HARDISON 
Druggist 
PUBLIC SQUARE 
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA 
A COMPLETE LINE OF 
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES 
JOHNSTON 
FURNITURE 
ADMIRAL 
MAGIC CHEF 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 
HAMMETT & SON 
AMERICAN OIL CO. 
COMPLETE CAR SERVICE 
JACKSONVILLE 
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CONGRATULATIONS SENIOR CLASS 
DARI-DELITE 
ED JORDAN 	 HOME-OWNED 	 BOB JORDAN 
Fellow Students 
We Would Like To Extend You A Cordial Invitatior 
Come In, Sit Down, Relax, Enjoy Our 
Company And Our Cool Refreshments 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
AT ALL TIMES 
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
A GREAT PART OF YOUR EDUCATION BEGINS HERE 
EMPLOYEES J. S. C. STUDENTS 
MANAGED BY MRS. CLOTHILE GRIFFITH 
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SNACK BAR LOUNGE 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING COMPANY 
ATLANTA-BIRMINGHAM HIGHWAY 
ANNISTON 
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Compliments 
of 
TOWN & COUNTRY REALTY CO. 
Real Estate & Insurance 
Tel. HE 5-6440 
Jacksonville 
ROEBUCK FURNITURE CO. 
Complete Household Furnishings 
HAPPY LANDINGS SENIORS! 
Jacksonville 
KING MOTOR CO. of JACKSONVILLE 
South Pellham Road 
A Very Convenient Location for 
the College, for New Fords and 
A-1 Used Cars 
KING MOTOR CO. INC. 
110 East 11th Street - Anniston 
Your Ford Dealer Since 1922 
"You can't beat a King Deal, on any Automobile." 
IKE SAKS 
EMPORIUM ON CLOTHING 
For Young Men and Women 
Extends His Congratulations 
to the 
SENIOR 
CLASS 
Gadsden, Ala. 
RAY 	
 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
"Plan with Ray-I'll Pay" 
P. S. Personal Service 
824 Quintard — Anniston 
AD. 6-0836 or AD. 7-7921 
Men's Clothing 
STANLEY'S MEN'S STORE 
508 Broad Street 
Gadsden, Alabama 
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BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
ALABAMA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
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JAX ACTS CONTINUED... 
268 
269  
HIGGINBOTHAM 
& 
SAWYER 
BOOZER DRUGS 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
DRUGS 
	 COMPLETE 
COSMETICS 
	 SCHOOL 
NOTIONS 
	 SUPPLIES 
On the Square 
JACKSONVILLE 
SOUTHERN 5 & 10c STORE 
"Self-Service" 
SHOP AND SAVE 
COSMETICS 
	 DRY GOODS 
TOYS 
	
	 SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
HARDWARE 
"Northeast Alabama's Best 
Equipped Printing Shop" 
Ralph Higginbotham 
Owner 
SHOP 
LENLOCK 
SHOPPING 
CENTER FIRST 
Your Friendly Merchants 
Lenlock Merchants Assn. 
Congratulates You-  
Located in 
Anniston, Alabama 
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
WHERE STUDENT ACCOUNTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME 
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA 
CALHOUN TOBACCO 
COMPANY 
Wholesale Dealers 
TOBACCOS 
CANDIES 
NOTIONS 
1116 Moore Ave. 
Anniston, Ala. 
Phone AD. 6-1557 	 P. 0. Box 869 
LITTLE'S 
DRY CLEANERS 
Featuring 
COIN-O-MATIC 
LAUNDRY 
and 
DELUXE DRY CLEANING 
Jacksonville, Ala. 
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ANNISTON STAR 
THE CITY OF 
JACKSONVILLE 
A SERVICE TO YOU 
AND YOUR COMMUNITY 
WITH 
EVER INCREASING NEWS SERVICE 
CONGRATULATIONS 
SENIORS 
CITY HALL 
MAYOR 
FRANK D. CASEY 
COUNCILMEN 
FLOYD P. TREDAWAY — JACK BOOZER 
OLAN R. DEASON — ED YOUNG — L. F. INGRAM 
CHIEF OF POLICE 
ROSS J. TIPTON 
We Strive For Congenial Community-School Relations 
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Jewelers to the 
Greater Gadsden 
Area 
Since 1908 
DIAMONDS-WATCHES-SILVER-CHINA 
See 
BROWNS DEPT. STORE 
For 
Ready-to-Wear 	 Shoes 
Sportswear 	 Hosiery 
For 
The Entire Family 
Hoffman's 
REGISTERED JEWELER, AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY 
JAX 
FLOWER SHOP 
Flowers for all occasions 
Jacksonville 
PRITCHETT'S THRIFTY GROCERY 
Selected Students Credit Account Welcomed 
Finest in Meats and 
Groceries 
Next to City Hall 
Jacksonville 
fresh up with 7 up 
1427 Glenaddie Ave. 
Anniston 
SEALES 
RESTAURANT 
-Pizza at its Best  
Take Out Service 
AD 6-4137 
1222 NOBLE 
ANNISTON 
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TURNER'S DAIRIES 
MELL O MILK AND ICE CREAM 
THEY'RE TOPS!! 
Food Puryeyors 
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, INSTITUTES 
MARTIN'S GRILL MEATS, INC. 
108 South Ninth Street 
East Gadsdan, Alabama 
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LOU'S 
LADIES' READY TO WEAR 
Public Square 
Jacksonville 
DIXIE DIP 
"You will love our Foot-Long 
Hotdogs" 
Located one mile South 
of Jacksonville 
Compliments of 
BILL'S 
CREAMERY 
Public Square 
JACKSONVILLE 
Congratulations to the 
Graduating Class 
from 
BEARD'S MENS WEAR 
LANCE JOHNSON 
STUDIO 
1211 NOBLE 
Portraiture 	 Murals 
Commercial 	 Aerials 
Industrial 	 Color 
Dial AD 5-3561 
Anniston, Alabama 
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REACH 
for 
HART'S BREAD 
AT YOUR FAVORITE 
GROCERY 
Baked Daily 
in 
Anniston 
Home Owned 
and 	 ADams 7-5471 
Home Operated 
Professional Apothecary 
Jacksonville's New Health Service Center 
Everything for the comfort of the Sick, Baby 
Needs, Diabetic Needs, Sickroom Supplies 
BILL BENEFIELD, Pharmacist 
109 N. Pelham 	 HE. 5-6630 
HENDERSON 
& DEASON 
BARBER SHOP 
We Welcome College Students 
Public Square 
Jacksonville 
CHEVROLET 
Read Lumber Company 
READ'S MILL 
WELLINGTON, ALABAMA 
Anniston 	 Phone AD. 7-4793 
Gadsden 	 Phone LI. 7-4663 
Chevrolets — Chevy II's 
Corvairs — Corvettes 
Trucks — Used Cars 
Genuine Parts — Service 
Adams-McCargo Motor Co. 
"Your Chevrolet Dealer Since 1927" 
Anniston, Alabama 
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STERLING 
JEWELERS 
Anniston 
Alabama 
ANNISTON 
RETAIL 
FURNITURE 
ASSN. 
Anniston, Alabama 
Compliments 
of 
VENABLE REALTY CO. INC. 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
HE. 5-6694 
Compliments 
CHOC HAMNER'S 
STANDARD OIL 
Service Station 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
Choc Hamner — 
Ivan Taylor 
Prop's. 
Joe Catrett's 
LENLOCK DRUGS INC. 
Jacksonville-Anniston Highway 
at Weaver Intersection 
Calhoun County's Largest 
Complete Drug Store 
Phone AD. 6-7628 
JACK'S 
STANDARD SERVICE 
Complete Car Service 
Jacksonville 
EAGLE'S CAFE 
on the Square 
Just the place for 
Good Food and Conversation 
Jacksonville, Alabama 
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On behalf of the Mimosa Staff, 1 wish to take this 
opportunity to extend congratulations and best wishes 
to the class of 1963. 
I sincerely hope that each student enjoys his annual 
to the fullest extent. Our purpose was not to offend 
anyone, in anyway, but only to portray campus life with 
a touch of humor. If, in achieving this purpose, anyone 
has been offended, I offer my most sincere apologies, and 
assure the offended that it was purely unintentional. 
It has been a pleasure to serve as editor of your 
annual. 
Thank you, 
Choc Hamner 
Editor, 1963 Mimosa 
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AUTOGRAPHS 
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AUTOGRAPHS 
Hewett PUBLISHERS, INC. ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
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